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Abstract
Graduate School of Advanced Science and Technology

Doctoral Dissertation

Morphological Approach for Motor-sensory Compensation of Soft Body with

Structural Damages: Case of Soft Whisker

by NGUYEN Huu Nhan

After decades of intensive research and creative innovation, modern autonomous

machines (robots) now have the capabilities to accomplish pre-programmed tasks

with an incredible precision repeatably in multi-thousands (or even millions) cy-

cles. A study of 46 countries and 800 occupations by McKinsey Global Institute [1]

has reported that, by 2030, there would be at least 800 million global employees

lost their jobs to high-functional robotic systems. Although the process of industrial

robot development is still growing fast and strong, as a roboticist, I personally think

it is time to bring robotic systems out of their "cozy home" in factory workplaces to

more challenging, unstable environments (ex, near humans) where adaptability, ro-

bustness, and resilience against all kinds of uncertainties are vitally required. For the

last decade, there is a nascent class of robots called soft robots that offer flexibility to a

few components or even the whole robot’s body similar to living organisms. These

machines are built with many intriguing abilities of locomotive behaviors, percep-

tions, and cognition that we have seen a lot from natural species, whilst pretty rare

or none existed in rigid robots before. With this spirit, resilience in response to struc-

tural changes to the body due to critical damages is an instance.

Researchers in the field have been struggling to develop a new clan of regenera-

tive robots by integrating flexibly adaptable controllers. However, such approaches

HTTP://WWW.JAIST.COM.AC
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have never, so far, proved themselves as efficient methods in actual scenarios mostly

because the processor can not afford in terms of time for a massive computational

burden as they usually assign. Not to mention the expensive cost to build up sup-

portive systems does not ensure successful resilience. Meanwhile, biological coun-

terparts such as rodents [2] or spiders [3], through millions years of evolution, learn

how to couple their variable body’s morphology with the brain to facilitate their

interaction with the surrounding and enable intelligent functionalities including re-

silience. Such fascinating intelligence are widely known with the name embodied

intelligence - or embodiment. This thesis attempts to clarify the use of embodied

intelligence for the development of a new generation of resilient robots with a par-

ticular focus on soft tactile sensory systems. This work is achieved by summarizing

all investigations (which are reported in top-ranked conference proceeding [4] and

journals [5][6] in robotic field) that I have done on an soft whisker-like tactile sensor

with variable morphology.

As an inhabitant in unstructured, lack-of-vision environments, rodents such as

rats rely much on the sensibility of their vibrissal system for various tactile explo-

ration tasks. However, high frequency of physical impacts to the surroundings

poses a critical challenge in maintenance of the sensing function in response to in-

jured whiskers (e.g eroded, broken), so-called resilience process. To successfully

mimic such exquisite ability into an artificial whisker, I introduced a novel design

of whisker sensor that is able to actively change its morphology (i.e., equivalent to

tactile perception) in order to regain the original sensitivity despite being broken.

Experimental results shown in this thesis demonstrate the feasibility of the idea of

resilience based on adaptive morphology and its possibility to aid in tactile per-

ception in more complex scenarios. It is also expect to reset our common sense in

creating intelligent autonomous machines.

Keywords: Soft tactile sensor, Swarm robotic system, Local minima problem
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1 Introduction

1.1 Embodied Intelligence: From Nature to Robotics

Throughout the history of nature development, living creatures across a wide range

of scales have been thriving through hazardous and constant-changing environ-

ments thanks to an exquisite style of intelligence which is known by the name: Em-

bodied Cognition [7]. This can be simply understood as specific biological behaviors

emerging from imitating coupling between agent’s physical body from cell-level

lifeforms to higher-level artifacts such as legs, central system (i.e., brain) and their

living environment [8]. By this definition, my interest in intelligence, therefore, only

ascribes to physical systems whose biological mechanisms offer intelligent behav-

iors that can be seen from their intimate interaction with the environment. So, in

this thesis, I particularly play around with two following questions: 1) How does a

wild animal take advantage of his body to overcome harsh situations (e.g injured)?

2) Could artificial agents like robotic systems exploit this strategy to be able to get

unforeseen benefits which normally cost an extreme amount of effort in terms of

computation or control?.

To begin with, it is crucial to clarify why the body is necessary for intelligence.

Figure 1.1 decomposes neural incorporation between physical body and brain (con-

troller) and environments where the embodiment is negotiating information and

energy through physical interactions. This scheme indicates the outcome behaviors

of the agent against its surroundings have emerged through continuous and dy-

namic processes of physical and information exchange between the body and the

brain. Such landscape is somehow against the famous quote "I think, therefore I

am" from Rene Descartes - a French philosopher in the seventeenth-century quoted
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FIGURE 1.1: Implications of embodiment to achieve intelligent behaviors via adaptive
morphology

in his Discourse on the Method, 1637 [9] that indicates the body is separated from

the brain during executing daily activities. It means that the body is just a problem

domain whereby the brain needs to itself "compute and decide" how the body is go-

ing to react to a specific interacting situation. However, many examples in nature

(even with humans) declare the opposite. For instance, we use our hands, or more

specifically, fingers to grasp, manipulate objects with an enormous variety of phys-

ical properties [10]. Hence, finger’s movements, in order to specialize to the object

properly, are not only the consequences of a complex network of motors (i.e, finger

joints) and sensory feedback (acquired from receptors underneath the skin) but also

their geometrical and material characteristics [11]. For example, it would not be a

big deal when we try to lift up a box in a normal environment, but in a wet envi-

ronment, our fingertips usually form wrinkle patterns (see Fig. 1.2(A)) so as to most

likely ensure the box not falling out of our hands [12]. Even though the underlying

mechanic of wrinkled fingertips is not verified yet, it is feasible to assume that an

adaptive change of morphology (as illustrated in Fig. 1.1) could improve tribologi-

cal contact condition [13] . Another example is observed from four-legged animals

such as dogs whose muscle-tendon system (Fig. 1.2(B)) in their legs are elastic (this

is also true for human legs), thereby, the knee (i.e., leg’s joint), during running or
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walking sections, can perform smoothly adaptive movements over uneven ground

without significant control from the brain [14].

From above examples, complete and successful embodied (biological or not) in-

telligent agents must adopt the following attributes:

• As physical systems, hence, they must obey laws of physics (friction, gravity,

and energy dissipation) in order to achieve desired performance. When we

walk or run, the soft arch of our feet must comply with friction and gravity

• They generate sensory data during the interaction phase with the open world.

These sensations can be categorized into two classes: "exteroceptive" and "pro-

prioceptive". The first term implies sensory feedback obtained from in-contact

relation with the environment such as visual, auditory and tactile perception.

Whereas, the latter encapsulates those produced and perceived by internal

self-stimulating within their own body. For example, we feel pressure patterns

on our feet (exteroceptive) as well as stretching and contracting of muscles as

the legs move. Experiments have shown that sensory-motor coordination can

be adapted so as to self-modulate their forthcoming sensory feedback.

• Finally, a certain amount of processes or computation, which would have to

be done by the central system (i.e., brain), are assigned to the physical body.

The use of dynamics of the physical properties (including morphological and

material) to facilitate control can be referred to the term: "Morphological Com-

putation".

The emergence of the topic of embodied intelligence is closely matched with the

development in robotics with the focus on morphological computation and sensory-

motor coordination. Over the last couple of decades, automatic machines like robots

play an important role in enhancement of not only the productivity of the man-

ufacturing industry but also the quality of our society in many aspects thanks to

their precision, repeatability and controllability [15]. More recently, there has been

an increasing interest in adaptivity, learning and autonomy which is reflected by

a vast of researches, scientific reports on developing artificial intelligence (AI) for
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FIGURE 1.2: Illustration of how artificial systems exploit bio-inspired morphology to en-
able embodied intelligence in (A) tactile sensing (adapted from [19]) and (B) locomotion

(adapted from [20] and [21])

robotic systems [16]. The reasons for this trend are manifold, but the most impor-

tant one is the intention to reduce the gap (in its literal sense) between robots and

the human community at an individual scale. In considering embodied biological

agents, we might concern about physical actions and neural processing between

body and brain which would be equivalent to the relation of robot’s actuation and

its controller [17]. In fact, there has been much evidence up to date proving that

if the robot’s morphology (i.e, shape or structure, stiffness) are taken into account

of learning, development and the generation of proper in-contact actions with the

environment (including humans), many tasks are much easier to accomplish with

simple control policies [18].

The wrinkle formation on our fingertips which appear after soaking in water

(see Fig. 1.2(A)) would be a good example of how a biological phenomenon could

be useful in artificial systems. Authors in [19] took this inspiration to establish a

novel design of a soft tactile sensor that is able to actively change the texture of the

sensing pad at will from flat to an undulating surface. By doing that, the sensor

is more sensitive with dynamic shear variation from sliding objects on its surface

in comparison with initial morphology. This result means that, depending on the
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task, sensing modalities can be easily switched from one (static measurement) to

another (dynamic measurement) and vice versa, by changing morphology only. Fu-

miya Iida and Rolf Pfeifer [22] introduced a very simple design of a quadruped

robot that employs a three-segment model of animal legs. Additionally, there are

two springs connecting the lower and upper parts of each leg to intuitively repli-

cate muscle tendon in animals (see Fig. 1.2(B)). This robot, with a simple control

program, can achieve this relatively complicated rapid locomotion by exploiting the

correlation between oscillation movement of each leg, robot’s morphology (i.e., its

configuration and spring stiffness), and other attributes such as friction or gravity.

These comparable examples at first answer the question raised at the beginning of

this section that a robotic system could be beneficial from their own physical body.

Secondly, they highlight the concept of embodied intelligence through its princi-

ples, i.e. morphological computation and sensory-motor coordination, to allocate

tasks among the controller (brain), the morphology and the environment. If this in-

terplay can be well characterized, this could upgrade our decades-old mindset on

building and operating intelligent machines.

Despite its appeal, its mechanism and application method remain elusive and

unpopular. Therefore, it is of great worth demonstrating the power of embodied

intelligence as a new approach to designing robots that would probably help us to

understand the natural world. This is also one of the main motivation of my thesis

which will be clarified more clearly in the next section.

1.2 Motivations: Resilience via adaptive morphology

Nowadays, modern robots have no longer been limited to repetitive tasks in a pre-

defined environment, but are increasingly involved in uncertain workplaces to ac-

complish complex missions [23]. Furthermore, the idea of bringing automated ma-

chines close to human society through physical interaction and communication is

no longer a sort of daydreams but becoming a realistic goal for scientists and en-

gineers. However, to confidently deploy robots in complex real-world scenarios,
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where are not perfectly measured like factory, the adaptation is the key for them to

survival. Nowadays, in the context of close Human-robot interaction (HRI), mod-

ern rigid robots have been integrated with perception, cognition skills and "smart"

decision-maker based on AI to support robot’s controller in more challenging tasks.

Despite many inspiring success stories of these machines, there are still some crit-

ical aspects that they have not efficiently carried out, in which, fragility is of the

most interest of mine. Since the maintenance is not always available especially in

isolated scenes [24] or public areas, therefore, the necessity of a self-recovery func-

tion to tackle such situations of unexpected physical damages in robot’s structure

is widely recognized by roboticists as a desirable attribute for the next generation

of adaptable robots. Indeed, much work has sought methods to recover a robot’s

operation from structural damages in an automatic manner. The most common so-

lution is to first diagnose the failure, then try to update the control parameters to

bypass it [25]. Such approaches seems to work fine with rigid robots whose broken

parts are as fixed in shape or reconfigured by spare components. However, they,

without a doubt, put more computational burden on the centralized controller, not

to mention a considerable probability that our robots can not afford in term of time,

energy, money, or even fail to recover.

On the side, the biological systems are remarkably resilient. Specifically, un-

like conventional robotic systems, natural systems do not compromise with injured

body by merely searching for new control policies that perfectly works with the im-

paired body, but adaptively deforming their body’s morphology (even the broken

parts) to manifest adaptation (i.e., self-recovery function). Wild animals execute this

in many different styles which can be summarized into two strategies: the body

can 1) theoretically re-grow [26] or 2) re-shape lost parts and embrace an entirely

new morphology in the manner of remaining the functioning of this body part [27].

The first strategy is more likely relevant to the body growth or evolutionary process

that organisms (whether in robotic or synthetic systems) go through slowly over

their lifetimes to promote long-term viability. While the second strategy might be

referred to as the short-term solution for a specific adaptation goal.
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Although, in certain designs [28] [29], rigid robots could change their structural

arrangement, however, the searching space of possible configurations those robots

can achieve are limited at best. Fortunately, recent advances in material science and

3D printing technologies have allowed us to fabricate soft bodies, machines capa-

ble of largely deforming their rest structure in infinite degrees of freedom (DoF).

Nevertheless, similar to above examples of rigid robots, invariable soft bodies only

allow to conform the dynamical variation of external environments at a low level,

mostly thanks to their compliant structure. Inspired by the idea presented in Fig.

1.1, if the soft body could be selectively adapted through bending, twisting, com-

pressing, or expanding compliant structures (i.e., varying internal stimulation), the-

oretically, there will be infinite solutions for morphology to attain. In other words,

we might expect a higher level of adaptability in comparison with other cases (see

Fig. 1.3(A)). Such devices, in one hand, facilitate investigation of embodied artificial

intelligence in modern robotic devices, but in the other hand, emphasize the inade-

quacy of current development on novel actuators for shape-changing. Firstly, under

the perspectives of mechanical systems, a soft body can not undergo an exceeding

deformation due to the allowable range of tensile strain. One can envisage future

advanced soft materials capable of "self-synthesizing" their lost parts, but that day

seem far off. Whereas, soft robots capable of locally deforming their body within a

transformability range to enable adaptive behaviors such as resilience, are already

becoming more realistic.

There exist early attempts conducted in simulation environment proving that al-

lowing the body’s morphology to vary could remain (or even improve) locomotion

function despite structural damages. In this thesis, I pay attention on how adaptive

morphology could ensure the sensing performance of a soft tactile sensor (see Fig.

1.3). In particular, I am impressively stunned with the way rodents can adaptively

deal with situations when their sensing organs - whiskers, are broken. The detail

of this bio-mechanism and its possibility to be converted into an artificial system

will be discussed clearly in the rest of my thesis. in which novel soft tactile sen-

sor is of my most interest [30]. To clarify the role of damage recovery function in
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FIGURE 1.3: Position of this research in the field of Embodied Intelligence via adaptive
morphology in the attempt of enhancing robot’s adaptability

a soft sensory system, I hypothesize that if the morphology of the resting sensor

body can be properly deformed, the sensitivity of this device (after being broken

or trimmed) can be restored back to its original state even though the shape might

not be regenerated completely. Since this idea exploits body’s morphology, I refer it

as Morphological Compensation (MorphCom) strategy [5]. The scope of this thesis lies

around two following questions:

1. What is the role of adaptive morphology in the resilience of a soft mechanism?

2. How can we derive a proper compensation strategy based on morphological

change?. In other words, how can we determine the proper morphology that

should be achieved to accomplish a specific compensation task?
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1.3 Objectives and contributions

The main objective of this thesis is to pave a way for implementing embodied in-

telligence via adaptive morphology to enhance robustness and adaptability of soft

robotic devices against physical damages. In more details, a showcase of soft tactile

whisker sensor will be tested its tactile compensation ability enabled by adaptively

variable morphology to maintain the sensor’s sensitivity with the same contact con-

ditions. Furthermore, changing morphology would require additional actuation

modules to access the deformation of the body. Hence, it is unclear how we can

build flexible connection mechanisms among each "cell" module and the body and

how these module works to various mechanical properties (e.g more elastic, stiffer

or softer) in the right manner so that simple model of control is sufficient. To tackle

these challenges, a suitable pipeline of designing, fabricating and modeling for a

tested prototype (here is a soft whisker sensor) will be considered.

Based on these above objectives, the expected contributions of the study pre-

sented in this thesis are shown below:

1. The proposed idea contributes to early investigation of embodied intelligence

in enhancement of robustness and adaptability against uncertainties (e.g, phys-

ical damages) for various robotic tasks (not only tactile sensing) and devices

which will be discussed in the section for future works (see Chapter 7.2).

2. This work highlights the importance of adaptive morphology for generating

unprecedented diversity and behavioral characteristics for the next generation

of soft robots

3. This study is expected to shed a light on the contribution of the dynamic

change of the soft body’s morphology to active tactile perception with novel,

computationally cheaper strategy, so-called morphological adaptation which

allows a body plan to self-select their forthcoming sensory experiences.
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1.4 Overview of the thesis

This thesis comprehensively synthesizes the contents of 3 peer-reviewed scientific

papers which are published in the leading journals in the robotic field (2 papers)

and the proceeding of relevant conferences. The general structure is organized as

followed:

• Chapter 1 highlights the concept of Embodied Intelligence in addition to motiva-

tions, objectives and expected contributions of presented works.

• Chapter 2 presents state of art on soft robotics in general taking soft tactile

sensory system as the core of concentration and current progress on the devel-

opment of artificial systems with resilience in both practical scenarios and vir-

tual simulations. This section again discusses the advantages of the controller

and motor-sensory coupling, which is mainly inspired by biological systems,

under the context of morphological computation for unforeseen action and

perception. This aims to demonstrate how such idea can reduce the gap be-

tween robots and living creatures in terms of adaptive behaviors. The general

idea of morphological computation and its applicability will be discussed from

broader scenes rather than limited to re-silience in sensory systems.

• Chapter 3 briefly reviews the existing artificial whisker designs that have been

reported with inspiration from biological whiskers. More importantly, the

mechanism to transfer tactile data from the vibrissae system to “information

processor” inside the rat’s brain will be introduced. More importantly, the me-

chanic of neural processing that rats use to compensate for broken whiskers

and my hypothesis under a roboticist’s point of view will be introduced. Based

on the above discussion, the proposal of TaCMorph: Tactile Compensation by

Variable Morphology (see Fig. 3.3) which is taken as a guide for building up the

proposed whisker design as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The fabrication process and

general working principle are also included.
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• Chapter 4 shows in detail the analytical model for studying mechanical behav-

iors of the whisker under the light of a quasi-static analysis in two modes: 1)

Normal mode for the original state of whisker morphology and 2) Compensa-

tion mode for the compensated state of the broken whisker. An experiment set

up to verify the above analytical models and compensation strategies are de-

signed. Experimental results will be evaluated by comparing them with those

calculated from the numerical models.

• Chapter 5 introduces two distinct compensation strategies as summarized in

section. 5.2.4 applicable for two potential configurations of the proposed whisker

sensor (see Fig. 5.10). Whereby, one configuration hopefully is suitable to

serves as a platform for testing biological hypotheses of the rodent vibrissae

system. Whereas, the other is more practical for robotic applications. Their

efficiency will be experimentally assessed with different cases of structural

damages. Relevant discussions revealing the feasibility of the tactile resilience

based on adaptive morphology will also be conducted.

• Chapter 6 tries to improve compensation capacity and clarify the contribu-

tion of geometrical factors on such attribute. The optimization framework (as

summarized in Fig. 6.5) for interested geometrical parameters as mentioned

in this section. A list of optimization objectives and their effect on the adaptive

range of the proposed whisker are discussed. I will particularly pay attention

on clarifying the conflict among objectives and propose a solution for this cir-

cumstance. Based on that, an appropriate fitness function considers all factors

upon their contribution to the compensation performance. The optimized de-

sign for a specific demand on compensation capacity and its performance will

be compared with the previous design as used in Chapter 4.

• Finally, chapter 6 summarizes all the findings and contributions presented in

this thesis and discusses potential applications and future research directions

to extend the existing work are also presented.
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2 Background and Related Works

2.1 Why Soft Robotics?

Going through the third industrial revolution, automated machines those we often

call by the name "Robots" have taken places of human forces in industrial produc-

tion lines thanks to the convergence and synergy of larger information and com-

munication technology (ICT), advanced manufacturing systems, 3D printing, nan-

otechnology and more recently, artificial intelligence (AI). Conventionally, indus-

trial robots are a collection of rigid links made of stiff materials, connected to each

other through joints. These rigid bodies, on one side, help robots to accomplish

tasks in well-structured environments with a high level of load capability, repeata-

bility, reliability, and precision [31], but on the other side, forbid them from other

applications which require more adaptively controlled actions in the open world

[32]. On the opposite side, rigid components in biological systems occupy a minor-

ity of their bodies, but natural species generally make good use of flexible, elastic

body parts (e.g tendon, muscles, or skin) in order to resiliently accommodate en-

vironmental variation and actively or passively conform to spatial constraints [33].

To reduce such salient differences in constituent materials of artificial and natural

systems, robots either fully or partially composed of soft materials open an emerg-

ing field that leverages softness to explore flexibility to achieve multiple missions

with the same mechanism, adaptability to uncertainties or unstable environments,

finally, compliant properties needed for safe physical interaction with humans [34].

It should be noted that soft robotic technologies do not technically outperform their

counterparts in many regards of industrial manufacturing tasks or even the features
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FIGURE 2.1: Soft robotic systems inspired by a range of biological systems: (A)
Caterpillar-inspired robot (adapted from [35]), (B) soft human-like robot hand (adapted
from [36]), (C) octopus-inspired robot (adapted from [37]) and (D) an underwater fish-

like robot (adapted from [38])

we hope soft robots will comparatively excel at such as higher flexibility for ma-

nipulation, grasping, etc. The reason encompasses a wide range of technical and

physical aspects, however, here I only pay attention to the relationship between

the controller and the body. In most rigid robots with finite DoF that usually are

kept as low as possible, controllers often only deal with minimized negative effects

from the robot’s structure or morphology (i.e., physical noises) since they are made

from rigid links. As a result, full states of the robot can be determined sufficiently

with limited and measurable parameters facilitating accurate control for a specific

task. On contrary, soft robots possess continuum topology with closely infinite DoF

for higher behaviors diversity, although they tolerate low accuracy, load capacity,

energy-efficient and speed [39]. Instead, compliant bodies provide innovative ap-

proaches to function robots with novel capabilities that are hard or impossible to
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achieve with rigid bodies, whilst very common in our natural world. As a matter

of fact, living organisms have been inspiring researches on soft robotics from many

different perspectives as shortly illustrated in Fig. 2.1, in which, the implementa-

tion of embodied intelligence principles is of the main benefit [8]. This direction

mainly investigates the collaboration of the brain and nervous system (controller)

with the compliant body to permanently compromise with external perturbances

using experienced memories obtained from the dynamic of the body’s morphology

as a lifelong evolution. This has not only been explored among biologists but also

in the roboticists community under the concept of morphological computation (see

section 2.3).

Many implementations have been reported in the literature to date exploiting

morphology for novel devices aiming to enhance the quality and safety of physical

interaction with surrounding including humans. Haptic sensing devices constituted

from soft materials are, in the author’s belief, the most beneficial [40]. Inspired

by the concept of embodied intelligence, I hypothesize that if the morphology of

the functional components, which either join a contact with the environment or not

but have an effect on overall sensing performance, are adaptively changeable, then,

more advanced and lifelike functions for tactile sensors that were not possible be-

fore (resilience) will be activated. Since this thesis mainly studies a showcase of a

bio-inspired soft tactile sensor, thus, next sub-section will deliver a direct gateway

toward the current state of the art in terms of soft sensor structures, sensing abilities.

2.1.1 A background on soft tactile sensor

Typically, the more difficult robotic tasks, the more information not only associated

with the robot’s dynamic states but also the dynamical variation of the operation

ground would be required [41]. Hence, we have seen recently a growing need for

hybrid sensory systems that can feed as many physical properties from the sur-

roundings as possible particularly to learning-based adaptive controllers which are

always data-hungry [42]. In this regard, compliant haptic interaction, which is one

of the richest sources of physical information available, has invited a lot of attention
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from robot inventors/researchers on the development of soft tactile sensors [43].

Tactile sensors are basically able to emulate the "touch“ perception through mea-

sures resulting from the contact between the object and the sensing element such as

force, strain, vibration, so on and so forth.

The transduction principles are varied from piezo-resistive, piezo-capacitive, piezo-

electric whose general designs for such types will consist of a soft substrate which

is utilized to encapsulate the sensing elements [44]. This design prevents the ob-

ject from over-penetrating into the sensor body causing damages to active elements

thanks to compliant materials for transferring contact force evenly distributed over

a large contact area (which is impossible for stiff tactile sensor). The tactile feedback

will be converted from the mechanical responses mostly generated from the contact

consequences reflected by body deformation, thus, due to high flexibility, the large

measurement area, rich sensory information, and high sensitivity against physical

impacts are realized in soft tactile sensors. Besides, a vast of reports on optical-based

tactile sensor have been established [45]. This type of sensor relies on optical sensor

in cameras to capture movement of the visual cues (e.g markers) which represents

for the touchpad deformation. These devices are even more robust since the sensing

element is isolated from contact areas and high spatial resolution is available.

In addition to being highly sensitive and stretchable, to fulfill the demands of

robotic systems for tactile perception, tactile sensing devices must be widely scal-

able allowing them to cover the whole robot’s body with different surfaces. For

example, P. Maiolino et. al. [46] proposed a large-scale capacitive-based tactile skin

for humanoid robots. Their sensor was constructed as a matrix of sensing elements

(taxels) where each small scale tactile unit is stretchable, bendable, and sensitive

with contact pressure. Nevertheless, single-point tactile sensory systems always

face the critical challenge of bulking wires as well as analog-to-digital converters,

etc., serving a large number of taxels. Not to mention the significant cost, necessary

equipment, technologies required for fabrication have constraint ther popularity. L.

V. Duong and V. A. Ho in [47] introduced an optical tactile sensor particular for

robot link. The design is simple, less wiring and very low cost compared to above
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systems. Many similar devices (in small scale) with the same principle are widely

known. Generally, most of existing tactile sensor attempts to emulate human per-

ception through skin, finger tip, etc., into robotic system, while little similar efforts

have been made on wild animals except rodent’s whisker (review on whisker-like

robotic sensor in literature will be presented in section 3.1). Tactile sensory organs

would rather be test cases for studying dynamic of neural system corresponding

to biological sensing behaviors, for example, when the sensing organ’s structure is

critically damaged.

It is also the fact that, due to routinely wearing out with physical impacts, The

possibility that the tactile sensor body can be lost to injury, is notable. Further-

more, there have been increasingly recognized proofs for a coupling relation be-

tween the morphology of the sensor body and sensing ability (tactile perception or

sensation modalities [19],[48]-[49]). Herein, the author intentionally seeks an ap-

proach to leverage the inherent softness of the tactile sensor body to enhance the

robustness and adaptability against structural damages. Next sections present the

state of the art of resilient robots and relevant technical features regarding the geo-

metrical architecture, control systems and physical interfaces to potentially support

the development of the self-recovery abilities.

2.2 Resilient Robots: Inspiration, Concept and State of

the Arts

Current robotic systems lack the resilience that we can widely observe in natural

creatures. Biological systems equip themselves with regenerative and adaptive ca-

pabilities allowing them to adjust the geometry of their organs toward complex

anatomy to compromise with the constant change of environment and external as

well as internal perturbations during their lifetimes [50]. In which, many organ-

isms have capabilities to self-recover from serious injuries by regenerating or re-

configuring morphology of broken parts in response to the new critical condition.

For example, salamanders are able to regrow their limbs when they are accidentally
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amputated [51]. In similar scenarios, there are species, although their bodies are

significantly reshaped or completely replaced after regeneration process, are able to

preserve prior features such as memories, learned behaviors, intelligence for regen-

eration processes. Planaria flatworms are capable to use their memories of shape

for rebuilding their body on a new scale to completely recover no matter where the

injury occurs [52]. However, it is not true for every species. For instance, spiders

legs, which are used for locomotion, building web, and sensing abilities, can not

be completely regenerated. Instead, an organ called Lyriform, that plays the role as

a mechanoreceptor to perceive all external mechanical stimulation, will change its

morphology (equivalent to its sensitivity) so as to facilitate the normal operation of

the neural system (i.e, brain) to justify imperfect leg’s functioning compared to the

original state [3]. This particular adaptation mechanism is quite analogous to the

way rodent’s brain update their neural circuitry continuously to adapt to dramatic

changes of the whisker body. Chapter 3 will discuss this inspiring phenomenon in

more details. In general, it is reasonable to say the adaptation procedure of animals

to a new body (either fully or partially regenerated) is a learning algorithm with

a behavior-performance space constructed from previous experience to ensure the

organism can succeed in its ecological niche throughout life cycle [53].

Taking these intriguing stories in biology as a proof-of-concept, roboticists have

realized the importance of resilience in modern robotic systems. So far, while some

approaches have been proposed, the majority of them obey two purely algorith-

mic approaches to deal with damages: 1) embracing the new structure by self-

identifying new control rules [25] or choosing an alternative pre-programmed con-

tingency plan in response to prior-detected errors [54] for failure compensation, 2)

Changing the configuration of the robot by rearranging or replacing its components

[55][56][57].

Robots applying the first strategy are theoretically expensive (for damage detec-

tors system) and difficult to design. Moreover, there maybe circumstances that can

be anticipated, hence, searching for new compensatory behaviors often fails due to

incorrect damage identification or unavailable suitable contingency plan. Bongard
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FIGURE 2.2: (A)(B) Hexapod robots (adapted from [58], [54] and [59]) (C) brittle star-like
robot can enable resilience by searching a new control policy (adapted from [60]), while
(D) shows an example of resilient robot based on re-configurable structure (adapted from
[55]) and finally a simulated voxel-based robot (E) demonstrates the self-recovery process
for its locomotion by optimizing its morphology through selective inflation and deflation

of the voxels (adapted from [61])

et al. [25] propose a method to continuously search appropriate behaviors upon the

newest dynamics model to adapt to unexpected damages without the requirement

of fault diagnosis. Similar method can be found in [58]. However, the main dis-

advantage of this solution is that the processor will incur a major computational

burden to seek and testify the newest model by attempting them in actual scenar-

ios . Thus, in some cases, the final compensatory model is not feasible in terms

of time, stability and accuracy. Authors in [60] introduced a brittle star-like robot

that can regain its locomotion ability when a leg is amputated in a few seconds by

self-coordinating the other intact legs. G. Ren et al. [62] treat artificial regeneration
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algorithm as a "Trial-and-Error" process (analogous to how injured animals gradu-

ally get familiar with their new body) to recover its performance regardless of be-

ing damaged. Similarly, authors in [54][59] introduced another efficient "Trial-and-

Error" methods that could find a compensatory control policy with an acceptable

number of trials. Generally speaking, these algorithms worked well with complex

robotic systems as long as they are as data-efficient as possible, otherwise, searching

through so many trials would probably make the damage conditions worse. Thus,

learning-based and self-model approaches are often limited to a certain set of dam-

age types and specified functionalities, or in other words, I would say they perform

a low-efficiency resilience [63]. The second strategy could be applied to a class of

robots called self-configurable robots which consist of many homogeneous or hetero-

geneous modules that can actively change the connectivity among them. Thanks to

this special ability, they could overcome damage suffering situations by replacing

disabled modules [57] or re-configuring their body to remain overall performance

without making use of the broken parts. Despite its potential, a majority of the cur-

rent self-configurable robots have not equipped themselves with explicit resilient

capabilities because of difficulties in autonomously controlling the recovery process

(i.e., reconfiguration process) and designing mechanical modules appropriate for

such tasks [63]. A more feasible trail for this strategy is related to the newest inno-

vations in the development of novel advanced composite materials that are able to

self-heal cracks or punctures across the soft body, while still remain the mechanical

characteristic of the material, thanks to complex chemical reactions. These materials

are suitable for various applications in robotics [64] and prosthetics [65]. Unfortu-

nately, they require a substantial amount of time to completely heal [66], and seem

to work well with small cracks and punctures while they could be useless when a

body part is completely disassembled from its agents [67].

As a matter of fact, the above recovery mechanisms work based on the fact that

the impaired body parts are still unchanged or only configured, while flexibly de-

forming the whole body or constituent components to re-grow or adapt has not

been seriously considered. In this regard, robots whose components are made of
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soft, elastic materials such as silicon rubber shed a light on making use of active

shape-changing and its underlying physical properties to enable many compelling

capabilities like resilience. Such theory has been previously mentioned as Embodied

Intelligence or Morphological Computation [7][8][19][24] which will be reviewed in the

next section. Regenerative spider’s leg [3] shows a unique demonstration of how

morphology change can be used to recover from damages similar to what happen

in rodent’s brain. Nevertheless, similar systems pose challenges to engineers in the

robotic community to create a novel design paradigm and robust computational

medium to continually and properly drive robot’s morphology to the desired state.

Simulations would be a solution to weed out unsuccessful designs and strategies

for morphological transformation before attempting them in reality. A work by S.

Kriegman et al. [61] proved that functional recovery can be accomplished by sim-

ply shifting the rest-structure from the original state to another without any change

in the controller. They expressed this idea through a voxel-based robot simulator

where each cuboid voxel is actuated periodically by using optimized phase-shifted

signals to achieve desired locomotion. By applying the evolutionary algorithm, an

optimal shape is established prior to operation start to maximize the performance

of the robot (evaluated by how far it can locomote within a given time) even when

different degrees of damage ranging from cutting one leg to all legs or even halving

the body occur.

Although shape-changing could benefit robot’s operation in many unanticipated

aspects, it remains many unclear concerns to really transfer this kind of robot to

practical scenarios. This achievement depends on the development of advanced

smart materials, fast shape-sensing techniques and an underpinning paradigm for

designing similar systems. Here, I introduced a prototype for the whisker sensory

system which can actively change its morphology in order to combat loss of sens-

ing performance caused by serious damages such as amputated body. As far as I

am aware, this is the first realistic robotic device capable to implement resilience

by adapting its morphology. The underlying mechanics of this idea will be studied

through a detailed analytical model, which is then used as a ”brain” to suggest a
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proper morphology for a specific compensation task. This work promises not just

new robotic devices with unforeseen yet capabilities but also a new route for the sci-

ence of robotics. Next section provides some examples of how adaptive morphology

may enhance robot’s performance in general and the haptic sensation in particular.

2.3 Morphological Computation for Intelligent Behaviours

The definition for morphological computation is rather general. At some points,

morphological computation can be understood as the exploitation of the geometri-

cal and material properties of a physical body to facilitate the controlling process

[68]. In other words, It also means that some of the computational burdens, which

are normally assigned to the central system, will be delegated to the body’s mor-

phology. Let revisit the example of a dog’s legs, their smooth movement while run-

ning or jumping is not a consequence of the controlling signals from the brain -

which is probably too slow to process all relevant dynamic aspects, but the result

of elastic properties of the muscle-tendon system within a leg. That is to say, a part

of the control sequence responsible for the leg’s motion is taken by the morphology

of the leg. As mentioned before, this idea encapsulates around the mutually inter-

active relation between the environment with the physical body (either biological

organism or artifact) coupled with the brain [8]. Hence, within this thesis, it should

be noticed that the computation is an analysis process for mechanical results related

to geometrical and material properties from body-environment physical interaction.

While this concept is very popular in biological systems, its attention among roboti-

cists only arises along with the emerging of Soft Robotic field [21]. Because they

are composed of compliant materials as observed in biological matter, soft robots

potentially lead to plenty of promising functionalities thanks to their biocompati-

ble characteristics. In this section, we will survey how biological systems make use

of their morphology to support daily "computation" tasks. Then, existing robotic

systems especially tactile sensory systems that employ morphological computation
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to produce novel behaviors with either reduced supervision from the controller or

none at all.

In biology, a particular body morphology could be a medium to achieve a spe-

cific contact condition with the environment. Tree frogs and grasshoppers have an

ability to stably hold themselves on a tree thanks to an array of hexagonal cells

and a network of grooves [69][70]. Thanks to such specially patterned surface, this

species can inject an amount of liquid onto the surfaces between their pads and the

tree to create adhesion forces. More interestingly, tree frog is able to actively acti-

vate and deactivate the pattern network on their toes respective to on-surface and

off-surface states during locomotion. Thus, I argue that this mechanism is hypothet-

ically served as an active sensory system to inform the brain whether the feet are on

the ground by computing the adhesive force. In another point of view, organ mor-

phology also regulates the information flow as well as modality so that this organ

can perform for different tasks. This is common in tactile sensing organs such as

wrinkled surfaces on human’s fingertips as previously introduced. The shape and

arrangement of either sensory receptors or organs containing them will decide what

kind of signals that the brain will be acquired from stimulation sources [71]. The ge-

ometrical transformation of Lyriform organs in spider legs with implications on the

feedback of leg positions, which is critically important for locomotion, web building

and prey localization, is clear evidence. Biologists in [3] argue that: tuned sensor’s

output fed into closed-loop control facilitates normal operation of the central system

(i.e., the animal’s brain) to converge leg’s performance to the desired state. This ar-

gument can be understood that the sensory feedback obtained from the interaction

with the environment (spider’s web) is normally referred to as exteroceptive sensa-

tion is combined with a compensatory value resulting from the internal change of

Lyriform’s morphology (proprioceptive sensation) to achieve resilience.

While living creatures demonstrate that a small change in morphology could en-

able significant adaptation or new functionalities, the realization of morphological

computation in artificial systems is still relatively elusive, especially in tactile sens-

ing systems. A series of works [19][48][72][73] investigating a novel tactile sensory
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system that can actively form a wrinkle-like surface onto the touch-pad to change

the posture of the embedded sensing element (strain gauge). By switching from

no-wrinkle to with-wrinkle mode and vice versa, this sensor will be able to adjust

its sensing modalities among static measurement for applied indention (no-wrinkle

mode) and dynamic measurement for sliding action (with-wrinkle mode). Josie

Hughes et al. [49] attempted to envelop a tactile sensor with a jamming filter which

can actively vary its own morphology in a variety shapes upon tactile tasks. For

instance, their experimental results suggest that if the filter’s structure is molded

appropriately, the classification precision when performing tactile discrimination

will be significantly increased. It should be noticed that both forming wrinkle and

vary jamming filter shapes are accomplished prior to starting joining in-contact re-

lationship with the environment. Hence, these works again illustrate the potential

role of proprioceptive cues generated by internal mechanical variations (stiffness,

geometry or damping parameters) while changing morphology in aiding tactile per-

ception. However, many open challenges emerge regarding how and to what extent

of proprioceptive feedback, or in another word, the change of morphology is ben-

eficial for a specific task such as self-recovery [40]. The aim here is to tackle these

challenges under the perspective of resilient tactile sensor devices based on an an-

alytic investigation of the variations of mechanical properties and their functional

influences. Thanks to this great effort, the desired morphology states, which gener-

ate compensatory sensitivity for the tactile sensory system in spite of damages, will

be estimated. The remaining of this thesis will review a showcase of a bio-inspired

whiskered sensory system for method verification.
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3 Morphological Compensation: A

case study on artificial whisker

In this chapter, the main content gathers around the inspiring sources and devel-

opment of a novel artificial whisker sensor which has resilience. The reason to

choose this delicate organ to assess the feasibility of TacMorph is not only because of

their wide utilization in many species of terrestrial and marine mammals as primary

sensing organs to sense and navigate in their gloomy living environment for daily

tasks but also its fragility against frequent physical impacts. A question arises: How

does a rodent such as rat cope when a whisker suffers several types of damages (e.g

eroded, trimmed or cracked) on the body?. Interestingly, the answer for this ques-

tion have amazed me of how a serious issue could be solved by solely changing

morphology of a neural cell while sensing habits remain the same.

Given the vastness of the biological investigation available, in this chapter, I will

show the insights on how this embodiment could and should be exploited in a tactile

sensor. At first, in the following section, I will give an overview on whiskers in

natural animals focusing on their inspiration to artificial whisker and their potential

applications in robotics. Next, a short explanation for the compensation mechanism

that rats use to pass over the situation of loss tactile perception because of injured

body. With purpose of transferring this intelligent behavior to actual robotic and

biomimetic devices, I hereby introduce a generalized paradigm for similar designs

named TaCMorph, which stands for Tactile Compensation by Variable Morphology.

Based on this platform, the final section addresses a design and fabrication process

for an artificial whisker sensor that obeys TaCMorph platform.
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3.1 Whiskers in biology and robotics

In addition to the attraction to researchers in the field of neuroscience and biology,

rapid tactile discriminatory abilities of living animals have been benefiting many

active touch sensing techniques on modern robotic systems [74]. In which, long

facial whiskers or vibrissae system of rodents is biologically fascinating not only

due to exquisite neural responses against external stimulation at peripheral level or

at higher levels [75], information transduction mechanism [76] but also mechanical

behaviors while sensing of the vibrissae system [77]. Specifically, thanks to cyclic

whisking motions to swing back and forth for proximal surrounding exploration

[78], all mechanical information related to spatial features such as orientation and

texture, which are also desirable data for robots, will be transmitted along the body

length to the receptor at the base. As a result, the mechanical properties of the

vibrissa and control of whisker movement (remind us to a robotic system) will spec-

ify its tactile perception. Nature has bestowed many great gifts on this animal, in

which, the main distinction of rodent’s whisker from other types of sensing organ

is a high-density of nerve terminals and sensory receptors surrounding the follicle-

sinus complex (FSC) [79]. Thus, bending moments resulting from in-contact relation

between whisker body and the environment will be converted into neural signals

and transmitted to the cerebral cortex for further processing [80]. Such procedure

allows mammals to sense a wide range of properties such as shape, texture of the

contact opponent and location of contact or substance stream (e.g seals can detect

water flow generated by preys). It should be noted that sensing behaviors of rats re-

quire a relatively simultaneous movements of every single whisker (both macrovib-

rissae and microvibrissae) suggesting that morphology of the vibrissal array make

an important contribution to the signal properties gained from interaction with the

environment. Hence, there have been a number of studies [81] analysing in detail

the morphological properties which are associated with arrangement of whisker ar-

ray, the length and the structure of the whisker shafts as well as the degrees of free-

dom in the movement of both whisker and the mystacial pad. In which, the second
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FIGURE 3.1: A brief history of development of biomimetic vibrissae system for robotic
applications

and the third feature (for the first time considered in a biomimetic whisker sensor)

will be studied in my whisker design and the analytical model.

Haptic sensing through touch offers enormous potential to robots in assessing

their surrounding environment, or interaction with human beings [82]. In this con-

text, biomimetic artificial tactile sensor based on rodent vibrissae offers to robotic

implementations, especially for mobile robots, an easy and efficient solution to ac-

quire a diversity tactile perception due to its simple structure and sensing princi-

ple. Such systems allows robots to perform tactile sensing in a distance with the

surrounding obstacles in a wider area (compared to other conventional cutaneous

tactile sensor) to prevent any unexpected collisions. As a matter of fact, research

in this area have past a long journey ever since 1980s with works by Russell [83]

who controlled a stiff cat-inspired whisker-like wire to locate and track the pro-

file of the touched objects. For the next more than 30 years, studies on biomimetic

or engineered whisker-like sensory systems mimicking active mammalian vibrissae

systems have become the primary research trend for roboticists and neuroscientists.

Kaneko et al. [84] was first to propose a flexible whisker-like shaft and a method to

correlate the the curvature of the whisker and the mechanical torque at the base by
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introducing the term Rotational compliance which denotes resistance of the whisker

against protraction movement. Whisker sensor designed by Kim and Moller [85]

and Mathew H. Evans et al. [86] share similar principle to produce tactile data

from sensory feedback of a magnetic sensor (Hall effect sensor) located near its base.

These prototypes showed good performance in radial distance detection and texture

discrimination as long as noise from the measuring devices was minimized. Emnett

et al. in [87] conducted a preliminary analysis of a whisker as a cantilever beam and

suggested that an information set comprising three components of force/moment

is sufficient to estimate contact point location in 3D space. Materials used for con-

struction of vibrissal shalf are diverse ranging from rigid material (e.g steel [88]) to

specially molded composites such as silicon-rubber [4] or even actual rat whiskers.

Fend et al. presented a mobile robot platform called Khepera which is integrated

with an array of real whisker glued to condenser microphone. Recently, there have

been increasing studies mimicking seal’s whisker ability that sense any disturbances

generated from pre-contact air or water flow [89][90]. This might enable an aquatic

or flying robot capable to analyze ocean currents or air streams.

While most of these whisker sensors make use of passive sensing strategy in-

dicating the whisker sensor will stay still during making contact with the obstacle,

rats instead exploit active sensing strategy by actively controlling their whisker ar-

rays throughout contact phase with help of muscular modules beneath the snout

[91]. A series of works leaded by M. J. Pearson concentrating on active sensing con-

trol observed from bio-whisker movement. Their first released whiskered robot was

WhiskerBot [92] containing a bilateral array of glass fibre whiskers whose geome-

try resemble rat whiskers with a certain scaled rate. This robot uses shape-memory

allot (SMA) combined with embedded springs as actuator to generate whisker con-

traction and extension motions which directly affect to sensory feedback measured

by sensing element (strain gauge). To provide more degrees of freedom for vibras-

sae system, their next release SCRATCHbot [93] with updates on actuator for sin-

gle whisker (DC motors) and sensing element (Hall effect sensors) was introduced.
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The next evolution was to develop a completely modular artificial whisker (BIO-

TACT [94]) where each individual whisker own itself actuation mechanism and con-

troller increasing its applicability in various applications such as navigation probe

for robotic manipulator [94] or mobile robot [74].

According to [74],the investigation of biomimetic whisker sensory systems should

aim for two goals: 1) an artificial whisker sensory system combined with a mo-

bile robot could be a useful platform for neuronscientists learning and verifying

unsolved yet hypothesises regarding biological vibrissae system. 2) Secondly, this

gives a hint of a new approach for development of autonomous robotic system with

high-performing, robust, and more importantly, high adaptability navigation sys-

tem. The whisker device presented in this thesis is expected to satisfy both these

targets by establishing a bio-inspired design for the whisker shaft which mimics

loosely geometrical properties that have not been yet attempted before (see section

3.4.2) and flexibility. Moreover, rodent’s adaptive mechanism particular for com-

pensation of loss tactile feedback due to trimmed whisker will be emulated through

TaCMorph platform and compensatory strategies in the remaining of this Chapter.

3.2 Tactile Compensation based on Structural Plasticity

of Barrel Cortexes

Several properties of the vibrissal system make it stand out as an interesting model

system (for either engineered and biological topics) in which to investigate theories

about the adaptation in their neural system to cope with the situation of sensation

lesions. In fact, there are many areas of the rat’s brain that exhibit different neural

activities resulting in a very sophisticated bio-neural system. Hence, to avoid going

beyond the scope of this thesis, this section aims to provide readers who are not

specialized in biology or neuroscience a most simple and straightforward charac-

terization of the ascending sensory pathways and the reaction of respective cortical

areas, especially those are more related towards tactile sensing modality called so-

matosensory areas [95] when whiskers are fractured.
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FIGURE 3.2: (A) The tactile signal transmission path begins from the whisker follicle-
sinus complex, on one side of the snout, to the brain stem (1), then the thalamus (2) and
ends up at primary somatosensory barrel cortex (3). (B) The configuration of the barrel
cortexes corresponding to the whisker C6 (yellow barrel) and the neighbor whiskers C5
and C7 (dark blue barrels) before and after C6 is broken off (Illustrations in A and B are

adopted from [2]) and [96]

Ascending sensory pathways indicate the conveyors to transfer sensory signals

from mechanoreceptors in the follicles at the snout to the somatosensory areas. Due

to the absence of visual cues, in rats, somatosensory areas devoted to the region

of the snout (where house their tactile sensing organs - whiskers) are significantly

larger than others of most mammals [97]. Then a majority of mechanical signals

goes to primary (S1) before collectively directing to secondary (S2) somatosensory

cortexes (for recognition of object features) and M1 (motor commands for whisking

movements) (see Fig. 3.2) for further processing. Notice that S1 is represented by

a topological map, in which, aggregates of barrel-shape neurons (normally called

barrel cortex) are patterned surprisingly similar to anatomical and functional topo-

graphic maps of whiskers [96]. There have been shreds of evidence demonstrating
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that each barrel cortex, or in particular its size, in the S1 map will reflect the sensi-

tivity of the respective whisker [79]. From this perspective, critical questions arise:

What will happen to the barrel cortex of a trimmed whisker? Does S1 topological

map take any role in the adaptive mechanism that we are interested in? and to what

extend?.

Many studies in biology and neuroscience have characterized the contribution of

whiskers to sensorimotor development by trimming collective whiskers of rats and

observing behavioral adjustments [79], as well as the structural dynamics of neocor-

tical neurons when those rats grew up [98]. Two remarkably inspiring studies [79]

and [2] investigating the structural plasticity of barrel cortex show that removing fol-

licle or trimming the whisker leads to the alterations of their cortical representation

in S1 somatosensory topological map (see Fig. 3.2 for illustration). More specifically,

the new S1 topological map will comply the following rule: the area of the barrel

cortex allocated to a whisker reduced when the whisker was broken (i.e., its sensi-

tivity decreased), while the neighboring areas allocated to intact whiskers appeared

to increase (i.e., became more sensitive) as compensation. For instance, consider three

adjacent macrovibrissae C5, C6 (the broken one) and C7 (see Fig. 3.2(B), which is

adopted from [2]). It is clearly seen that the spatial area of the barrel cortex of the

whisker C6 after breaking off was occupied by the barrels of the two nearest barrel

cortexes of C5 and C7. It is the consequence of changing spine and synapse densi-

ties upon manipulation of sensory experience [2]. In other words, the densities of

the spine and synapse (i.e., the size of the corresponding barrel cortex) of a trimmed

whisker appear to be decreased due to its deprivation from sensing function and

vice versa. In summary, I argue that the transformation of S1 somatosensory topo-

logical map is intuitively a sort of embodied intelligence relying on morphological

change of sensing organs (i.e., barrel cortex) to perform compensatory behaviors for

tactile perception.

The above phenomenon, once again, impressively strengthens the popularity as

well as the significant role of embodied intelligence not only in resilience but also in

learning, evolving in nature. The next section will introduce a platform that would
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help to integrate similar abilities into artificial tactile sensors.

3.3 TaCMorph: Tactile Compensation by Variable Mor-

phology

As mentioned previously, the morphological change of a barrel cortex, where di-

rectly processes tactile feedback before distributing them to other areas of the brain,

is equivalent to the increase of storage capacity for sensation memory [2]. From an

engineering point of view, it also means the corresponding whisker will be more

sensitive to mechanical stimuli acquired from physical interactions with surround-

ings. In spite of the fact that the morphology-based compensatory mechanism is

executed in the rat’s brain rather than the whisker itself, I hypothesize the following

suggestion: an adaptive tactile sensor should be able to actively adjust the sensitivity

by changing its morphology. The aim is to enable such devices to maintain their sen-

sibility as close as possible to their original state (i.e., before being broken/trimmed),

so-called resilience. Since this hypothesis exploits the sensor body’s morphology, we

refer to it as Morphological Compensation (MorphCom) strategy. To address this

challenge, I hereby proposed a generalized platform of TaCMorph (Tactile Compen-

sation by Variable Morphology) as described in Fig. 3.3, which follows one of the

two compensation strategies offered by biological systems as presented in section

2.2:

• First strategy: A part of the soft body will be actuated in order to re-shape the

original structure (see Fig. 3.3A).

• Second strategy: The morphology of the soft structure will be varied in order

to relocate the sensing element in another position or posture (see Fig. 3.3B).

The idea behind TaCMorph is based on the observation of biological sensing sys-

tems when they seem to enable various tactile perceptions by changing their own

morphology purposely (e.g. human finger’s skin [19]). Whereby, the morphology

can be understood as a state of a compliant body represented by a combination of
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FIGURE 3.3: Scheme of TaCMorph platform which is divided into two mode: (A) The in-
jured body will be re-shaped into to regain the original shape or sensitivity of the sensing
element and (B) The rest structure is varied to change either location or posture of the

sensing element (i.e., its sensitivity)

mechanical and geometrical properties. Here, TaCMorph attempts to mimic the bio-

layout of natural tactile sensing organs when sensing elements (i.e. mechanorecep-

tors) are normally “hidden” beneath a thick soft tissue layer to avoid disassembling

or damage due to excessive contact force (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, inside the soft

body, an integrated actuating system is utilized to change selectively geometrical

variables to obtain the desired morphology. Thereby, the sensitivity of the sens-

ing element will be varied accordingly to maintain the tactile perception with the

same stimuli source despite the broken structure. Along with strain gauges and

compressed air, other employable options might be accelerometers for the sensing

element and a gear system for the actuator.

In this research, my device adopted the First strategy by modulating the air

chamber morphology (analogous to medulla layer) inside the whisker body in or-

der to vary sensory output of the sensing element. The fundamental differences

between the compensation mechanism in rodent’s brain and morphological com-

pensation concept are shown graphically in Fig. 3.4. The design, fabrication process,

sensory transducer and principle of tactile compensation applied for the proposed

whisker sensor will be introduced in the next section.
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3.4 Artificial Whisker Sensor with Variable Morphol-

ogy

3.4.1 Design of biologically-inspired variable morphology whisker

sensor

FIGURE 3.4: (A) An illustration diagram of how lost tactile information is compensated
using a neuron compensation mechanism in rodent’s brains [54] in comparison with (B)
the information flows of our morphology-based compensation method which assigns the
compensation tasks to the whisker’s body. Whereas, (C) describes the bio-inspired de-
sign of the artificial whisker presented in this thesis; (D) illustrates how TaCMorph enable

resilience by changing whisker’s morphology alone (Morphological Compensation)

Assuming that such mechanism introduced from section 3.2 was implemented

in a robotic system, the control system integrated with data-based learning tech-

niques should be exploited to address the scenario of losing tactile information due

to broken structure. However, this implementation generally requests the controller

to share its limited resources for computation tasks when the whisker was broken.

To reduce such computation burden in biomimetic systems, in this study, we ap-

proached differently by assigning the adaption process from the central system to

the whisker’s body itself as inspired by the proposal of morphological computation

(see Fig. 3.4). It poses a challenge to integrate an actuator component within the

whisker body in order to achieve a hybrid design. To satisfy this requirement, a
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pneumatic actuator (i.e., the chamber) was created inside the whisker body as can

be seen in Fig. 3.4(B).

The main inspiration for this design came from the bio-structure of the actual rat

whisker. In the whisker system, since mechanotransductive cells embedded within

the whisker follicle will perceive all mechanical signals generated from whisker’s

physical interaction with the environment [99]. Hence, each whisker’s geometry

will have a critical contribution on its mechanics and thus on the tactile perception.

According to Lucianna et al. [100], bio-structure of a real whisker consists of three

separate layers: cortex, cuticle, and medulla as shown in Fig. 3.4(A), in which the

medulla layer, which tapers from the base toward the tip, is the softest layer of the

whisker and its geometrical characteristic such as length or diameter varies depen-

dently with the whisker body [101]. This suggests that different whisker would

produce different levels of elasticity as reflected in Young’s modulus E (explained in

the next chapter) because of non-identical the medulla layer [102]. Unlike insects

antennae which contains sensing element within the antennae’s body, the rodent

whisker is simply non-sensorized hair. However, in this study, my whisker sensor

will directly measure the mechanical properties through a sensing element (strain

gauge) bonded onto the body (Fig. 3.5).

To achieve the soft changeable morphology in our device, we replicated the

shape of a linearly-tapered natural whisker using silicon rubber and introduced a

unique presence of the medulla chamber inside the whisker as introduced in my

article [5]. The proposed whisker was divided into three separate regions to facil-

itate construction of the analytical model: cap (region 1), chamber (region 2), and

whisker body (region 3) (see Fig. 3.5). Firstly, the chamber (region 2) is tapered at an

equivalent degree of taper as the outer layer, that means the thickness t remains con-

stant. Second, a thin cap (region 1) covers the chamber to prevent air leakage and to

house a cylindrical hose that feeds pressurized air in or out. Third, a strain gauge

is fixed to the top (outside wall) of the chamber with the sensitive direction toward

x-axis. To prevent all unwanted influences of chamber expansion in other directions

but x-direction to the strain gauge, two inextensible fibers (Nylon nano-filament of
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TABLE 3.1: Artificial whisker parameters (see Fig. 3.4)

Parameter Value (mm) Parameter Value (mm)
D1 18 L2 178

D2 = d1 17.8 L3 165
D3 = d2 16.5 L2 148

D2 14.8 Lm 120
Dm 12 xss 6
d2 13.5 c 2
d3 11 t 3
dm 10.5 l 15
L1 180 e 2

diameter φ = 0.38 mm) are wrapped helically with angles α and β around the cham-

ber as illustrated in Fig 3.4. Bishop-Moser et al. [103] suggested that α and β should

be larger than 54.7◦ and 234.7◦ respectively, in order to constrain mobility in all di-

rections but the axial translation in x-direction. Thus, to meet this requirement, we

designed the helical path to have the pitch r = 3 mm. All essential parameters for

the analytical model and visualization are presented in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.5, respec-

tively. Therefore, if we change the inner pressure of the chamber, it is theoretically

expected to not only vary the geometry of the whisker but also material stiffness in

a well-anticipating and directly measurable manner. In the next chapter, a detailed

dynamical characterization of the sensor’s output corresponding to the variation of

the whisker’s morphology during the air pressurization inside the chamber as well

as in-contact states with the object as a morphological computation procedure will

be presented.

3.4.2 Fabrication Process

The fabrication procedure is summarized in Fig 3.6(A). We used silicone-rubber

Dragon Skin 00-30 (Smooth-on Inc., PA, USA) to make the soft whisker body. Molds

were designed using 3D-CAD software (Solidworks) and fabricated in a 3D printer

(Zortrax M200, Zortrax, Olsztyn, Poland). Two different sets of core molds were

used in sequence due to the complicated design. First, core molds of set I were used

to form the double-helical trench to make ease for wrapping the inextensible fibers

in the next step. Then, set I I was used to obtain all the dimensions of the outer
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FIGURE 3.5: Geometrical design and parameters of the proposed whisker are repre-
sented into three regions: Region 1 - the cap, Region 2 - the chamber region and Region

3 - the body
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layer as designed in Table 3.1. Both sets shared the same medulla mold which was

not removed until finishing step 3. The model was then set on a cap mold with a

cylindrical air hose (outer diameter 2 mm) and a thin layer of Dragon skin 30 was

used to create the cap. Finally, a strain gauge was bonded by glue at the designate

site xss and covered by a thin layer of silicone glue to enhance its robustness against

external loads. The strain gauge used in this paper is KFGS-2-120-C1-11 L1M2R

with gauge factor GF = 2.21± 1%, grid length e = 2 mm and was bonded with

adhesive glue CC-3A, both from Kyowa Electronic Instrument Co. (Japan). The fab-

rication procedure was completed by fitting the model to the base and the curing

process was implemented at a warm temperature with help from the vacuum dryer

AVO-200NB-CR to avoid pockets of air bubbles.
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FIGURE 3.6: Fabrication procedure consisting of 4 consecutive steps: Step 1: Mold the
inner layer of the whisker body using the core molds set I. Step 2: remove the body’s
mold but leave the medulla mold to hold the shape of the chamber, then wrap slightly
with the nylon fiber. Step 3: Coat an outer skin to keep the reinforced fiber in place with
the core mold set I I. Step 4: remove the body and the head mold then dip the big end
into a thin layer of Dragon Skin 30 inside the combination of cap mold and an air hose.
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4 On the Variation of Tactile

Perception upon Morphological

Change: An Analytical Approach

As aforementioned, a typical whisker-like sensing system accomplished various tac-

tile exploration tasks that happened on the whisker length. However, within this

thesis, I particularly focused on radial distance discrimination ability to verify the

feasibility and applicability of the Morphological Compensation concept. This sens-

ing modality is used to specify where contact occurs along the body of the whisker.

In fact, it is still vague about how the change of whisker’s morphology will affect

the tactile sensing performance of intact and broken whiskers. To acquire the best

understanding of this regard, the following sections will propose an analytical ap-

proach to investigate the relationship between whisker’s morphology (geometrical

and material properties) and tactile feedback (i.e., strain gauge output) used for de-

tecting contact location. This relationship will help us to numerically estimate how

much tactile perception has lost when a certain level of damage occur (e.g the body is

trimmed in a length of ∆ mm). Based on the difference in terms of tactile perception

of the broken whisker with its previous state, we can identify a proper modulation

of the whisker morphology in order to minimize this gap, i.e., perform resilience. Fi-

nally, experimental results will be compared with numerical results (calculated from

the model) to evaluate the success of the recovery process based on the suggested

strategy for morphological change and offer some improvements. Note that the re-

silient ability is executed with a trivial intervention from the controller to compute

parameters for morphological control. It means control tasks, now, are performed
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Analytical Approach

in a more efficient manner in terms of time, memory, power and so on, than would

be possible with conventional solution. For the sake of simplicity, the following

assumptions were made:

• All possible interactions will be assumed to exert only in region 3 of the whisker

body to minimize estimation error due to high rotational stiffness. In prac-

tice, this hypothesis is biologically relevant to the fact that rats tend to make

whisker-environment collisions near the tip to avoid the increasing spike rate

of some cells in follicle when contact is close to the snout [104].

• Lateral slip at the contact location is neglected.

• Deformation of the whisker is within the measurable range and principle mea-

suring plane of the strain gauge. Furthermore, the whisker curvature during

the contact phase, which is equivalent to the deflection is assumed to be rela-

tively small, so that the soft whisker body can be linearly analyzed.

• A single-point contact is solely considered.

4.1 Analytical Modelling

The analytical model was constructed to describe the correlation between tactile

sensory feedback (i.e., mechanical strain ε) in response to a specific contact condi-

tion (i.e., contact force P and contact location) and geometrical features as well as

material stiffness (as reflected by Young’s modulus E). As suggested by Solomon et

al. [105], the contact distance is generalized for any whisker by following equation:

Contact distance = a× La, where a is the contact ratio. I modeled rodent whiskers

as truncated cones with a tapered angle α, base diameter D2, tip diameter d3 and

the body length La. The rest of geometrical parameters, their amplitudes and nota-

tions required for analytical model are shown in Table 3.1. A great deals of evidence

shows necessity of linearly-tapered structure for active tactile sensation of the ro-

dent’s whiskers compared to cylindrical whisker [106]: 1) Behavioral observations
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show that conical whiskers can sweep across objects or texture with relative ease

for a larger range of informative data, whereas cylindrical whiskers normally en-

counter with a globally high curvature of the body in such cases. It can be explained

with help of classical beam theories which implies that, as a given force is applied

at increasing location from the whisker base, the conical whisker will experience

a larger bending angle than the cylindrical one thanks to the decrease of bending

stiffness with a fourth order of the contact distance as described in my work [4]; 2)

Secondly, since the rats use distance-dependent mechanics as a ruler to localize the

contact location [107], thus, tapered structure will most likely have a higher mea-

surement resolution than its opponent due to larger deviation in bending stiffness

among cross-sections of the body.

In this section, the most important challenge is to figure out the correlation be-

tween the morphology of the whisker model and the medulla chamber is of partic-

ular interest with an intrinsic effect on the response of the sensor system. To achieve

such goal, my model will be divided into two types: normal model and compen-

sation model. While the former model is particularly for the whisker as its original

geometry (i.e., no air pressure initialization inside the chamber), the latter one inves-

tigate the transition of whisker morphology within a wide range of inner pressure

Q and corresponding tactile feedback.

4.1.1 Normal model

When the whisker encounters an obstacle, the contact force exerted at a location

along the body generates a bending moment as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(A). To my best

knowledge, there are two fundamental approaches to build up the closely related

mechanical model of the whisker in analytic forms. One is based on natural fre-

quencies experienced by a whisker in the contact phase and the non-contact phase

afterward, and the other relies on mechanical consequences (e.g torque, strain) gen-

erated from the bending moments across the whisker body. In this research, I par-

ticularly exploit the second approach. My preliminary analysis of the whisker as a

homogeneous cantilever beam which performed active sensing strategy, especially
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FIGURE 4.1: (A) When the whisker encounters the contact force P, then the change in
form of the whisker and the mechanical signal generated in the strain gauge will be
analyzed. (B) Schematic analyzing the internal force exerted in each cross-section along

the length of region 2

equation (8) in [4], demonstrated that: the contact location a is linearly proportional

to the ratio of strain signal ε and angular displacement θ. Hence, it is assumed that,

instead of perceiving the absolute value of contact location a, the whisker sensor

(whether both bio- and artificial whiskers) would rather sense the change rate in

moment reflected by sensor feedback (here is mechanical strain) throughout the im-

pact duration. See [4] for further analysis and validation for such concept.

For the construction of the normal mode, a similar procedure to find out the

expression of εn
δn

, where εn is measured strain, δn is vertical body’s deflection (in

y-direction) measured at contact point δn (equivalent to angular displacement θ)

and subscript n represents for normal mode, was executed. However, it should be

noted that the proposed whisker shown in Fig. 4.1(A) has inhomogeneous structure

because of the region 2 and the material stiffness of this region is expected to be

variable upon morphological change. Therefore, classical beam theories such as
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Euler-Bernoulli is not applicable for such whisker design. To tackle this problem,

I made use of Castigliano’s theorem [108] that relates to strain energy generated

at each section of the whisker body. The main aim of this theorem is utilized for

finding deflection δn of the whisker body based on strain energy stored in a soft

structure during its deformation. Consider a small segment of the whisker length ds

subjected to the bending moment M. The work done by the bending moment M to

rotate a single cross section about another one with a small angle dφ will be stored

in respective segment as strain energy dU:

dU =
1
2

Mdφ (4.1)

dφ is calculated from:

dφ =
M
EI

ds, (4.2)

where EI is the flexural rigidity of the beam since it is a measure of bending resis-

tance. Substituting dφ into equation 4.1, we get:

dU =
1
2

M2

EI
ds (4.3)

Integration of equation 4.3 over the length La is taken to acquire full strain energy

stored within each single region of the whisker body. Thus,

U = ∑ Wi =

aLa∫
0

M(x)2

2Ei Ii(x)
dx, (4.4)

where U denotes the strain energy, Wi is total work done by internal forces, M(x) is

bending moment internally generated in the whisker body, Ii(x) and Ei (i = 1, 2, 3)

represent the second moment of cross-section area and Young’s modulus for each

region, respectively. I1(x), I3(x) and M(x) are calculated as following equations:

I1(x) =
πd1

4(x)
64

=
πD1

4(L1 − x)4

64L1
4 , (4.5)
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I3(x) =
πd3

4(x)
64

=
π

64
D3

4

L3
4 (L1 − x + l)4, (4.6)

M(x) = P(aLa − x), (4.7)

where di(x) is the diameter of the cross-sectional area at position x from the base.

In regards to the term I2(x), the expression for second moment of section area for

region 2 is supposed to be: I2(x) = π(d2
4(x)−dm

4(x))
64 . Nevertheless, we realized that

it is a challenge to solve Equation 4.4 with explicit output. To deal with this issue,

an approximation approach by considering region 2 as a thin tube was applied.

Specifically, let us consider the big end of region 2, we assumed that D2 ≈ D2 ≈ Dm,

and t = D2 − Dm. As a result, the formulation of second moment of area for this

cross-section I2(x) is derived as follows:

I2(x) =
π

64

(
D4

2 − D4
m

)
=

π

64

(
D2

2 + D2
m

)
(D2 + Dm) (D2 − Dm) ≈

π

8
D2

3t (4.8)

Then, the generalized formulation of I2(x) can be re-written as:

I2(x) = π
d2

3
(x)
8

t =
π

8
D2

3

L2
3

(
L2 − x + c

)3t. (4.9)

According to Castigliano’s second theorem [108], displacement δn(x) at the contact

spot aLa is equal to the partial derivative of the total strain energy with respect to

contact force P:

δn(aLa) =
∂U
∂P

=

aLa∫
0

M(x)2

2Ei Ii(x)
dx (4.10)

Expanding Eq. 4.10 yeilds:

δn(aLa) =

c∫
0

M(x)
E1 I1(x)

M(x)
∂P

dx +

l∫
c

M(x)
E2 I2(x)

M(x)
∂P

dx +

aLa∫
l

M(x)
E3 I3(x)

M(x)
∂P

dx (4.11)

While Young’s modulus (E) for bio-whisker is an approximation at best, because this

materials are typically anisotropic, heterogeneous, and nonuniform, in this research,

the material used for my whisker sensor is isotropic throughout the body. Hence,
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in regards to normal model (i.e, original shape), Young’s modulus Ei for each region

i = 1 − 3 of the whisker body is assumed to be constant and equal to each other

E1 = E2 = E3 = E. Then, substitute equations 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.9 into 4.11 we get:

δn(aLa) =
64PL1

4

EπD1
4

c∫
0

(aLa−x)2

(L1−x)4 dx + 8PL2
3

EπtD2
3

l∫
c

(aLa−x)2

(L2−x+c)
3 dx

+64PL3
4

EπD3
4

aLa∫
l

(aLa−x)2

(L3−x+l)4 dx
(4.12)

This equation can be shortened as:

δn(aLa) =
P

Eπ
(δ1 + δ2 + δ3) , (4.13)

where:

δ1 = 64L1
4

D1
4

[
L1

2+L1aLa−3L1c+(aLa)
2−3aLac+3c2

3(L1−c)3

− L1
2+L1aLa+(aLa)

2

3L1
3

] (4.14)

δ2 = 8L2
3

tD2
3

[
ln
(

L2
L2+c−l

)
+

(L2−aLa+c)(3L2+aLa−c)
2L2

2

− (L2−aLa+c)(3L2+aLa+3c−4l)
2(L2+c−l)2

] (4.15)

δ3 =
64L3

4

D3
4

(aLa − l)3

3L3
3(L3 − aLa + l)

(4.16)

Consequently, equation 4.16 denotes the dependence of contact deflection δn(aLa)

on the contact location aLa, contact force P, geometrical parameters of the whisker’s

body and material characteristic E. In which, the determination of Young’s modu-

lus E for soft material is a difficult task due to highly nonlinear behaviors. In this

circumstance, we attempted to describe the ratio of the strain generated in the outer

layer, which is linearly proportional to contact force and material stiffness, to the

curvature of the whisker.

In order to achieve that, Hooke’s law is applied to construct the relationship

between bending stress σ and the mechanical strain εn of region 2 measured by the

sensing element. Even though Hooke’s law is the law of elasticity indicating that the

strain ε (deformation) of an elastic object or material is proportional to the stress σ
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applied to it, however, in this case, if the curvature of the whisker body (equivalent

to whisker’s deflection δ(x) is relatively small, it can be assumed that the linearity

of the soft body will be held. Evidence for such assumption is presented in section

5.2.4.

εn=
σ

E
=

yM(x)
EI2(x)

, (4.17)

where y is radius of the outermost layer of the chamber’s wall where the strain is

measured:

y =
1
2

[
D2

L2

(
L2 − x + c

)
+ t
]

. (4.18)

Let us substitute y, M(x) and I2(x) into Eq. 4.17 to get the final form:

εn=
4PL2

3

EπtD2
3

xss+e∫
xss

[
D2
L2

(
L2 − x + c

)
+ t
]
(aLa − x)(

L2 − x + c
)3 dx =

4PL2
3

EπtD2
3 κ, (4.19)

where, xss and e are location and measuring grid length of the strain gauge as shown

in Fig. 4.1(A), and:

κ =

xss+e∫
xss

[
D2
L2

(
L2 − x + c

)
+ t
]
(aLa − x)(

L2 − x + c
)3 dx (4.20)

Combining equation 4.13 and 4.19 yields:

εn

δn(aLa)
=

4L2
3

tD2
3

κ

δ1 + δ2 + δ3
= fn(aLa) (4.21)

Then, the mechanical strain measured by strain gauge can be estimated as:

⇔ εn = fn(aLa)× δn(aLa) (4.22)

Equations 4.21 and 4.22 imply that the tactile signal in the form of mechanical strain

relies on the geometry, the location of the stimuli source and the deformation of the

whisker (candidates for contact force P and Young’s modulus E). Validation results
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of the above model will be discussed later. The analytical model offered in this sec-

tion is served as an efficient method to not only characterize the inhomogeneous ge-

ometry of my whisker sensor but also a typical morphological computation process

to incorporate the strain gauge’s output εn with the change of whisker curvature

(reflected by whisker deflection δn(aLa) for tactile information (contact location aLa)

acquisition. To enable resilience, variation of sensor’s feedback corresponding to the

change of chamber’s inner pressure Q (i.e., whisker’s morphology) will be studied.

4.1.2 Compensation model

The proposed whisker is able to employ the compensation mode when it was trimmed

or broken along its body. In this mode, the air pressure inside the medulla chamber

is varied, bringing change in chamber morphology, which results in an adjustable

output of the strain gauge (attached to the chamber outside wall). For the accom-

plishment of this purpose, the analytical model must predict outputs of the sensing

element (strain gauge) for different dimensions of chamber morphology (see Fig.

4.2). At first, it is necessary to picture how the whisker body looks like when the

inner pressure Q of the chamber is varied. It is obvious when all the change of the

morphology will occur on the region 2 (the chamber region). In more detail, thanks

to two reinforcement fibers wrapped around, when the value of Q goes upward

the chamber region is supposed to not be expanded in x- and y-axis but in axial

z-direction where has no blocker. Moreover, the thickness t of the chamber wall is

expected to be reduced as a consequence from the extension of the length La. Since

it is difficult to precisely measure the variation of the thickness t within air pressur-

ization process, in this work, I tackle this challenge with an approximation approach

relying on classical theory for material mechanics. The detail will be explained in

the rest of this section.

Let us introduce variable ∆l(x) representing the axial deformation at any cross-

sectional area of the chamber when the inner pressure changes. With this notation,

∆l(l) is the total axial deformation of the chamber, which is directly measured by a

laser sensor (discussed in the experiment section). The ultimate aim is to obtain the
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FIGURE 4.2: Transformation of the whisker body after air compression inside the cham-
ber. Note that, the structure of the whisker after air pressurization process and most of

the changed variables belong to the region 2. See Table. 4.1 for details.
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new configuration of the whisker model after pressurization with respect to ∆l(l)

by updating the expression of equations 4.14 - 4.16. In which, the extension length

∆l(x) and the variation of the chamber wall’s thickness tq(x) of each cross-section

area of region 2 are the most of interest. For ease of modeling, several assumptions

were made as follows:

• The whisker remains straight throughout the air pressurization of the cham-

ber.

• Possible deformation upon pressurization of the chamber was assumed to be

in region 2. As a result, the morphology region 1 and region 3 remains un-

changed under any pressure value. Extension in the length of region 2 may

only be caused by pressure force Q (represented by black arrows in Fig. 4.1(B))

in the x-direction because of reinforced fibers.

• The diameter at each end of the chamber does not change during air pressur-

ization. Region 2, in general, and the chamber, in particular, remain linear-

tapered upon pressurization.

• The intersection of region 2 and region 3 was stair-like type as illustrated in

Fig. 4.2(B), instead of a fillet shoulder.

• Thickness tq, corresponding to the pressure Q in the chamber, was considered

to remain a linear distribution across region 2. Thus, tq is calculated as the

average value of thickness at two arbitrary cross-sectional areas near two ends

of region 2 (we chose tq(2.5) and tq(l)). We estimated the approximation error

rate was about 7.3% according to the highest examined pressure (discussed

further in the experiment section).

The estimation equation for tq(x) is derived by using the ratio of transverse strain εt

(change in radius of the chamber wall) to longitudinal strain ε l (change in whisker

length) which is simply represented by the Poisson’s ratio coefficient υ, and calcu-

lated as follows:

ν =
εt

ε l
(4.23)
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where εt and ε l can be calculated as follow:

εt =
∆R2(x)
R2(x)

(4.24)

ε l =
∆l(l)
l − c

(4.25)

Then, the equation 4.23 becomes:

υ =

∆R2(x)
R2(x)
∆l(l)
l−c

(4.26)

From this equation, the change in radius ∆R2(x) or thickness ∆t(x) of the region 2

and the resulting thickness tq(x) are as:

∆R2(x) = ∆t(x) =
υ∆l(l)R2(x)

l − c
(4.27)

tq(x) = t− ∆t(x) (4.28)

According the fifth assumption listed above, the equation for calculating the finally

estimated value for thickness tq in response to inner pressure Q is as:

tq =
tq(2.5) + tq(l)

2
, (4.29)

where, tq(2.5) and tq(l) are thickness of the cross-section at x = 2.5 mm and x =

l, respectively. These equations 4.27 - 4.29 indicate that as long as the change in

chamber length is known, we can directly estimate the variation of the chamber

in terms of the outer surface’s radius to fully emulate the geometry of the whisker

with different stages of pressure modulation. Note that Poisson’s ratio of a typical

silicone-rubber material was estimated in a tension experiment as approximately

equal to 0.5 [109], in this study, we chose the value of 0.49. The next challenge is

to measure the change in length for each cross sectional area of the chamber region

with respect to the inner pressure Q. Elastic mechanic theory was applied to derive
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TABLE 4.1: Re-identification of whisker’s structure

Original Param. Param. after pressurization
D2 D2

q = Dm + tq

d2 d2
q = dm + tq

L2 L2
q = D2

q(lq−c)
D2

q−d2
q

l lq = l + ∆l(l)
La La

q = La + ∆l(l)
xss xss

q = xss + ∆l(xss)

the axial deformation ∆l(x) by the expression below:

∆l(x) =
F
E2

x∫
c

1
A(x)

dx, (4.30)

in which, F is an internal force generated on the cross-section area at x (indicated

by red arrows in Fig. 4.1(B)) with area A(x). It is clearly that the internal force F is

equal to the total pressure exerted on the chamber’s small end:

F = Q
πdm

2

4
, (4.31)

and the area A(x) is computed by:

A(x) =
πd2

2(x)
4

− πdm
2(x)

4
=

πD2
2

4L2
2 (L2 − x + c)2 − πDm

2

4Lm
2 (Lm − x + c)2 (4.32)

Re-writing Equation 4.30, we obtain followed relation:

∆l(x) =
Qdm

2L2
2Lm

2

E2

x∫
c

1

D2
2Lm

2(L2 − x + c)2 − Dm
2L2

2(Lm − x + c)2 . (4.33)

From equation 4.33, the relation between the extension length of each cross-section

∆l(x) and the total change in length ∆l(l) can be derived as follow:

∆l(x) =

x∫
c

1
D2

2Lm
2(L2−x+c)2−Dm

2L2
2(Lm−x+c)2

l∫
c

1
D2

2Lm
2(L2−x+c)2−Dm

2L2
2(Lm−x+c)2

∆l(l). (4.34)
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Consequently, Table 4.1 shows all changed parameters for re-constructing the

original analytical model introduced in the previous section, and their new approx-

imation equations. In short, if the extension length ∆l(x) corresponding to a spe-

cific value of inner pressure Q (which can be easily measured by laser sensor) can

be detected, the whole new configuration of the whisker is directly re-constructed

through equations 4.27 - 4.29, 4.33, 4.34 and those in table 4.1. With new configu-

ration as specified above, we need to come up with the new equation for whisker

deflection δc(aLa) by updating equations 4.14-4.16 as follow:

δ
q
1 = 64L1

4

D1
4

[
L1

2+L1aLq
a−3L1c+(aLq

a)
2−3aLq

ac+3c2

3(L1−c)3

− L1
2+L1aLq

a+(aLq
a)

2

3L1
3

] (4.35)

δ
q
2 =

8Lq
2

3

k2tqDq
2

3

[
ln
(

Lq
2

Lq
2+c−lq

)
+

(
Lq

2−aLq
a+c

)(
3Lq

2+aLq
a−c

)
2Lq

2
2

−
(

Lq
2−aLq

a+c
)(

3Lq
2+aLq

a+3c−4lq
)

2(Lq
2+c−lq)

2

] (4.36)

δ
q
3 =

64L3
4

D3
4

(aLq
a − lq)

3

3L3
3(L3 − aLq

a + lq)
(4.37)

Equation 4.20 also need to be remade. However, as discussed in section 3.4.1, Young’s

modulus of region 2 (E2) is expected to vary corresponding to the change in chamber

morphology with pressurization. Hence, there should be a proper way to express

the changeability of E2 in Eq. 4.20. Hereafter, this variation is described by variable

k2 with the following relation: Eq
2 = k2E2 = k2E. Then, equation 4.20 becomes:

εc=
4PLq

2
3

k2EπtqDq
2

3

xq
ss+e∫

xq
ss

[
Dq

2

Lq
2

(
Lq

2 − x + c
)
+ tq

] (
aLq

a − x
)

(
Lq

2 − x + c
)3 dx =

4PLq
2

3

k2EπtqDq
2

3
κq, (4.38)

where:

κq =

xq
ss+e∫

xq
ss

[
Dq

2

Lq
2

(
Lq

2 − x + c
)
+ tq

] (
aLq

a − x
)

(
Lq

2 − x + c
)3 dx (4.39)
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Finally, the final equation to compute the numerical strain in the compensation

mode is:

εc

δ(aLq
a)

=
4Lq

2

3

ktqDq
2

3
κq

δ
q
1 + δ

q
2 + δ

q
3
= fc(aLq

a)⇔ εc = fc(aLq
a)× δ(aLq

a). (4.40)

In summary, equation 4.40 takes into account the variation of both material stiffness

E and geometrical parameters (as listed in table 4.1) in response to the change of

inner pressure Q to approximately estimate the sensor feedback with the same stim-

uli condition (i.e., same contact ratio a). In addition to equation 4.22, it gives a hint

to come up with an compensation strategy and an efficient tool to predict the de-

sired morphology state that satisfies such strategy. The experimental procedure to

comprehensively evaluate feasibility and reliability of the predicted compensatory

actions based on above analytical models will be presented in the next chapter.
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5 Verification on Tactile Resilience

based on Variable Morphology

5.1 Compensation strategy

Although the concept of “compensation” in nature varies among species, it is worth-

while investigating this function in a robotic device. The compensation strategy for

my whisker sensor is particularly applicable for the contact localization ability in

which the ratio of the absolute value of radial contact distance and the body length

as presented by the parameter a is desired tactile information. Based on this as-

sumption, we propose a compensation concept: with the same contact ratio a, the

tactile information perceived by intact whiskers in an array (either longer or shorter)

is supposed to be as close to the broken one as possible. At the same time, for a sole

whisker that requires a self-calibration procedure, compensation will be activated

to obtain updated sensitivity (in the broken case) that is close to the original one.

These cases will be discussed and experimentally validated in the next section. Let

me mathematically explore the above strategy by assigning the whisker before and

after cut off as the origin and compensator, resspectively. Then, according to the

compensation concept, the tactile perception of the compensator is expected to be

regained as close as that of the origin (i.e., εc1 and εc2, respectively), thus:

εc1 = εc2 (5.1)

Hence, from analytical model for the compensation mode in section 4.1.2, in order

to obtain at the similar response of the strain gauge for the compensator and target, a

suitable configuration of the whisker that satisfied the concept of compensation was
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estimated by the following equation:

fc(aLq
a1)× δc(aLq

a1) = fc(aLq
a2)× δc(aLq

a2) (5.2)

By solving this equation, we can identify the proper morphology (or inner pressure

Q) to recover the loss sensitivity due to damaged structure. Note that this compen-

sation strategy would not always be applicable for other tactile sensibilities such as

texture discrimination or contour extraction. Depend on the requirements and con-

tribution of the whisker body on a specific task, suitable compensatory behaviors

can be established. In future works, I plan to explore how MorphCom is beneficial

to other whisker’s sensing abilities and develop a comprehensive contingency plan

for self-recovery against different types and levels of damages.

5.2 Experiment and Validation Results

5.2.1 Experiment setup

To evaluate the reliability of the analytical model and compensation strategy in the

self-maintenance for the proposed whisker’s sensibility against a range of damages,

an experimental setup was design as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. It comprised an artificial

whisker and an obstacle (with a rigid, sharp edge), fixed onto two linear motor-

ized stages (PG750-L05AG-UA, Suruga Seiki, Japan) perpendicular to each other

as shown in Fig. 5.1(B). They were driven precisely at a resolution of 2 µm by a

stepping motor controller (DS102, Suruga Seiki, Japan). The strain output was mea-

sured by an instrument EDX-15A connected with a bridge box UI-54A-120 and sent

to the computer for post-processing by data acquisition program DCS-100A (these

devices are from Kyowa, Electronic Instrument Co., Japan). The sampling rate for

the data recording system was set at 100 Hz. To acquire information on pressure

value and axial deformation of the chamber in the compensation mode, a digital

pressure sensor ISE20A-R-M (SMC Co., Japan) and an analog laser sensor IL-030
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FIGURE 5.1: Experimental setup: (A) Block diagram of the experimental setup, in which,
(B) a linear stage, in x-direction, controls the contact distance, whereas, the one in y-
direction produces the contact deflection as desired. (C) Experimental setup includes
the data acquisition system, sensors (pressure sensor and distance sensor) and power

supply.

integrated with amplifier IL-1050 (KEYENCE Co., Japan) were employed. A micro-

processor (Arduino MEGA 2560) is responsible for controlling a solenoid valve to

ensure a stable amount of air inside the chamber during testing. The sensor head

of the laser was fixed in a mounting bracket so that the laser light from the trans-

mitter was coincident to the centerline of the whisker. Moreover, to ensure the laser

light absorption or excessive reflection did not affect the measurement, a black layer

of silicone covered the free end of the whisker. All analog signals from these de-

vices were recorded by a microprocessor and transmitted to the computer. Finally,

Matlab R2019a was used for data analysis. In this research, we examined two pro-

totypes of artificial whisker with equivalent structure parameters as listed in Table

3.1 but different length: La1 = 70 mm and La2 = 65 mm, to represent an intact and
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FIGURE 5.2: (A)Tested prototypes 1 and 2 have the identical dimensions as listed in Table
3.1 except the actual length La1 = 70 mm and La2 = 65 mm, respectively. (B) The typical

stress-strain curve for silicon-rubber material

trimmed whisker (see Fig. 5.2(A)). The X linear stage was used to ensure the contact

was exerted at the desired distance from the base, whereas the Y linear stage drove

the obstacle back and forth for expected deflection with velocity v = 0.5 mm/s. By

moving stimuli source toward the whisker, it means that the passive sensing strat-

egy has been applied since I wanted to simultaneously measure the transition in

body length by using laser sensor, so that the whole experiment can be operated in

a complete automatic fashion. It should be noticed that the proposed method for

recovery function also works for whiskers those exploit active sensation.

5.2.2 Procedure for Young’s modulus estimation

Thanks to the softness of silicon-rubber, the morphology of a soft structure is ac-

tively changed by the integration of a simple pneumatic actuator. It is worth noting

that the response of a soft material to stress highly depends on the applied strain,

and the stress-strain relationship may vary significantly as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(B).

More importantly, the linear theory of elasticity is only valid for a very small defor-

mation that corresponds to zone A of the stress-strain curve, which obeys Hooke’s

law, and is characterized by a constant Young’s modulus. As stress increases slowly

with high deformation in zone B, it is expected that the applied Young’s modulus in
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this region reduces, which may result in a change of the soft body morphology. This

characteristic is applied in our method to achieve the changeable morphology of an

artificial whisker.

Generally, the measurement methods for Young’s modulus E can be done by

constructing a strain-stress curve through a standardized tensile test or three-point

bending test. However, these methods are valid for any homogeneous, isotropic ma-

terials like metals, while methods for nonlinear elastic material are not well estab-

lished. Moreover, a number of specialized test procedures, instruments are required

making it difficult to carry them out in a cost-effective way. To tackle this bottleneck,

I proposed a measurement method to approximately estimate the trend of Young’s

modulus E that is reflected by strain gauge output upon the variation of the whisker

body. More specifically, in this section, a static test to observe the variation of the

material property of region 2 (E2) under increased air pressure in the chamber was

conducted. We evaluated the response of the strain gauge generated by expansion

in the x-direction of the chamber to compute the value of k (Eq
2 = kE2 = kE) in equa-

tion 4.40. Note that sensitivity adjustment only relied on the change in morphology

of the chamber, while a typical response of an individual sensing element did not

remarkably change. At first, the signal of strain gauge εa generated by axial stress

during air pressurization can be derived as follows:

εa =
∆lss

e
, (5.3)

where εa is the measured strain and ∆lss is the total change in length observed in

the section area that the gauge length e cover up and can be calculated by using Eq.

4.33. Consequently, the equation 5.3 becomes:

Qdm
2L2

2Lm
2

eEq
2

xss+e∫
xss

1

D2o
2Lm

2(L2o − x + c)2 − Dm
2L2

2(Lm − x + c)2 (5.4)
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Then, Young’s modulus of region 2 is computed by regressing strain output εa and

pressure Q:

Eq
2 =

Qdm
2L2

2Lm
2

eεa

xss+e∫
xss

1

D2o
2Lm

2(L2o − x + c)2 − Dm
2L2

2(Lm − x + c)2 . (5.5)

Then, a series of experiments with the setup in Fig. 5.1 in order to pre-calculate E

using Eq. 5.6 corresponding to a wide range of inner pressure Q were conducted.

We regulated pressure Q within the range 0.002÷ 0.2 MPa and repeatedly recorded

the response of the strain gauge five times. The examined range of Q is decided to

minimize the error of the estimation method for Young’s modulus (see section 5.3.3

for detailed explanation), or permanently ruin the original structure. The recorded

strain signal are plotted in Fig. 5.3(A). Output in µm/m from the measuring device

is converted by the equation:

εa =
εread
GF
× 10−3 (5.6)

where εread is read from the software and GF stands for the gauge factor provided

by the vendor (GF = 2.21± 1%). Then, by substituting the mean values of recorded

strain for each trial into Equation 5.6, we can derive the variation of Eq
2 in Fig. 5.3(B).

Fig. 5.3(B) witnesses a significant decreasing trend of Young’s modulus correspond-

ing to the increase of pressure inside the chamber as expected. Note that at very low

chamber pressures of the chamber (Q1 = 0.002 MPa and Q2 = 0.005 MPa), i.e., with

small deformations of the chamber, the value of Eq
2 slightly falls which reminds us

about the early stage of the strain-stress curve (zone A in Fig. 5.2(B)). Thus, hereafter,

the value of Young’s modulus corresponding to pressure value Q1 = 0.002 MPa is

set as the primitive value for the whole whisker at its original state. As a result,

the value of k2, then, can be directly calculated and plotted in Fig. 5.3(C) (note that

Eq
2 = kE2). Finally, for application to the entire examined range of pressure, we used
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FIGURE 5.3: Variation of material characteristics with respect to a range of pressure Q:
(A) Sensor signals with standard deviation due to the axial elongation of the chamber
were recorded in five times. (B) Young’s modulus Eq

2 estimation result in which, at low
pressures, Eq

2 shows insignificant variability. (C) The corresponding value of k2 and the
approximate function depends on the pressure Q. (D) Deformation of the whisker model

in x-direction measured by the distance sensor

Matlab’s curve fitting tool to find out the best-fit equation as follow:

k = −1.337×Q + 0.9958 (5.7)

In conclusion, the results prove our concept that variation of the inner pressure

would lead to morphological change (including softness and shape) of the whisker,

as well as the response of the strain gauge. This was exploited to implement the

broken whisker compensation strategy presented in section 5.1.
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5.2.3 Validation of the analytical model

In this section, we report an experimental method for validation of the proposed an-

alytical model for two modes (normal and compensation) and demonstration of the

feasibility of using the model to predict an appropriate chamber morphology for the

compensation process (of a broken whisker). Measurement of the strain gauge re-

sponse with different value of pressure in the chamber (Q = 0 MPa for normal mode

and Q = [0, 0.002, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2]MPa for compensation mode) were recorded,

then compared to the numerical ones derived from the analytical model. All exper-

iments were conducted within the strain gauge’s sensing range. Before each trial,

change in length ∆l(l) corresponding to an input air pressure of the chamber was

measured by a laser sensor. Figure 5.3(D) shows the obtained result and the fitting

function of ∆l(l) w.r.t Q.

FIGURE 5.4: Numerical solution versus experimental result in normal mode (Q = 0
MPa)

First, we validated the proposed model for the normal mode (Q = 0) using pro-

totype 1 (original whisker length La1 = 70 mm as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(A)). In this

experiment, X and Y linear stages drove the whisker and the obstacle, respectively,

to make contact at different contact rates ranging from a = 0.45÷ 1 in steps of 0.05

along the body of the whisker, and in a range of deflection δ(aLa) = 0 ÷ 6 mm.
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Measurement of strain gauge output was synchronized with contact onset. The in-

vestigated ranges of contact location and deflection were chosen based on the obser-

vation that rodents tend to make subsequent touches (after an unexpected collision)

in locations far from the base (along the whisker), as the whisker sweeps over an

obstacle without requiring large deflection [110]. Furthermore, any measuring in-

accuracy due to exceeding the sensor threshold could be prevented. The results are

analyzed and plotted in Fig .5.4. The output of the strain gauge, shown in Fig. 5.4,

has a quite small variance in amplitude in comparison with the numerical results.

Figure 5.5 shows average differences (in magnitude and rate) between numerical

and experimental results with respect to each deflection δ (Fig. 5.5A, B) and con-

tact ratio a (Fig. 5.5C, D) calculated using equation 5.10. At the first glance, we

can see the increase of deviation magnitude as the increase of deflection δ and the

decrease of contact ratio a. These trends are equivalent to higher internal bending

stress which will cease the linearity of silicon rubber (zone B in Fig. ??). However,

let review these gaps as mean ratios (in percent) with respect to measured strain sig-

nal εexp that only fluctuate around the range of 4 - 7 % (for all cases) even at critical

values (high deflection δ or small contact ratio a). These findings demonstrate the

feasibility of the normal model.

Deviation magnitude =
61

∑
i

∣∣∣εj
n − ε

j
exp

∣∣∣ and
12

∑
j

∣∣∣εi
n − εi

exp

∣∣∣ (5.8)

Deviation rate =
61

∑
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ε
j
n − ε

j
exp

ε
j
exp

∣∣∣∣∣× 100and
12

∑
j

∣∣∣∣∣ εi
n − εi

exp

εi
exp

∣∣∣∣∣× 100 (5.9)

where: i and j are measuring steps of deflection δ and contact ratio a, respectively.

Regarding the model in the compensation mode, a similar procedure was ap-

plied with different values of compressed air Q in the chamber, and the results are

presented for the entire range of examined contact location and deflection (see Fig.

5.6). At first glance, both graphs share a similar trend compared to the normal mode

results in Fig. 5.4, which highlights an increase in strain amplitude with pressure

Q increase under the same interaction conditions (location and deflection). It can
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FIGURE 5.5: Average differences (in (A)(C) magnitude and (B)(D) rate) between experi-
mental and numerical results estimated by normal model (Eq. 4.22) with respect to each

deflection δ (A)(B) and contact ratio a (C)(D) calculated using equation 5.10

be explained by Fig. 5.3(B) where the value of Eq
2 reveals a rapid decrease at high

value of compressed air in the chamber, resulting in larger mechanical strain on the

chamber’s wall. Results in Fig. 5.6 also implies that, by variation of inner pressure,

the sensitivity of the strain gauge could be actively adjusted, which supports our

original idea on the morphological change that leads to a change of sensor output

and sensitivity. Figure 5.7 shows the differences in rate (calculated by using Eq.

5.9) between experimental results and ones predict by compensation model when

Q = [0.05, 0.1, 0.2]MPa . Generally speaking, the deviation rates in all cases are a

bit larger than those in the normal model (see Fig. 5.5 for comparison), but not sig-

nificantly. In more detail, we can clearly observe the rise up of error rates as the inner

pressure Q goes higher. The most straightforward explanation lies in the fact that
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FIGURE 5.6: Numerical solution versus experimental result in the compensation mode:
The gradient of the strain output gets higher as the input of air pressure increases.

the non-linearity in the variation of geometrical factors (table 4.1) and material stiff-

ness E (Eq. 5.6) are achieved in an approximation manner with various assumptions

and. But after all, within the examined pressure range, the maximum error that can

be observed (at the highest pressure 0.2 MPa) in Fig. 5.7 is only around 13%. Inter-

estingly, although the contributions of the geometrical change of each parameter in

table 4.1 are still unclear and possibly overlapped by others, but we might confirm

that the change in material stiffness, in this research, outperform the change in shape

in terms of increasing the sensitivity of the strain gauge. The blow-ups reveal that

the strain output at Q = 0.002 MPa is nearly coincident to that of Q = 0 MPa. Hence,

it is acceptable to take the value of Eq
2 corresponding to the pressure Q = 0.002 as the
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FIGURE 5.7: Average differences in rate (calculated by Eq. 5.9) between experimental
results and numerical results estimated by compensation model (Eq. 4.40) when inner

pressure Q = [0.05, 0.1, 0.2]MPa
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initial value of the chamber’s inner pressure as we claimed in previous section. Ac-

cordingly, it is sufficient to keep the whisker’s medulla chamber with a small value

of pressure, to be more resilient to change from normal to compensation mode upon

being trimmed. Based on this evaluation, the proposed whisker and the analytical

model can be used as a body and brain for selection of suitable morphology to the

response of different sensing tasks, especially for recovering a broken whisker.

5.2.4 Tactile compensation experiments

In this section, two study cases regarding a broken whisker compensated by its

neighboring shorter whisker (Case 1) as well as longer whisker (Case 2), are intro-

duced in evaluation of the suggested compensation strategy for broken whiskers.

While these cases are inspired by the natural behaviors of rodents, another sub-case

of Case 1, which is more appropriate for a robotic system, is also investigated:

• Case 1: A short whisker compensates for a neighboring long whisker. In this

case, the experimental Prototype 2 (65 mm in length, see Fig. 5.2(A)) plays

the role of compensator, and the Prototype 1 (70 mm in length) plays the role

of origin. In fact, an artificial whisker system is not always constructed as an

array of whiskers as natural ones, whilst a sole whisker system is also a good

choice. To fulfill the requirement of a resilient capability for such system, I

additionally investigate the self-recovery strategy, i.e., a broken whisker (the

short one) compensates for itself after being trimmed from its original (long)

state.

• Case 2: A long whisker compensates for a neighboring broken (shorter) whisker.

In this case, the experimental Prototype 1 (70 mm in length, see Fig. 5.2(A))

plays a role of compensator, and the Prototype 2 (65 mm in length) plays a role

of origin.

The compensation technique is based on the proposed analytical model for calcu-

lation of an appropriate value of chamber pressure Q so that the updated sensitivity
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of the compensator is close to that of the origin one. The experiment procedure can

be summarized in the following steps:

• First, we selected the initial air pressure Q1 = Q2 = 0.1 MPa for prototypes

1 and 2. These choices are based on the tested scenarios which require the

compensator to become more (Case 2) as well as less (Case 1) sensitive to the

stimuli Then, we estimated the geometrical structure and the material char-

acteristics caused by morphology change by using equations mentioned in

section 4.1.2 and parameters listed in Table 4.1.

• Second, from the analytical model for the compensation mode in section 4.1.2,

in order to obtain at the similar response of the strain gauge for the compensator

and origin (i.e., εc1 and εc2, respectively), a suitable value k for the compensator

that satisfied the concept of compensation presented in section 5.1 was esti-

mated by the equation 5.2. In this evaluation, we chose the input of contact

location a = 1 (at the tip of the whiskers) and deflection δ(aLq
ai) = 1 mm for

simplification purpose.

• Third, we substituted the value of k from the previous step to the relation

equation 5.7 to determine the necessary amount of air to be compressed into

the chamber.

• Finally, the strain gauge output was recorded under different interaction con-

ditions (a = 0.45 ÷ 1 and δ(aLq
ai) = 0 ÷ 6 mm (i = 1, 2) in steps of 0.05

and 0.1 mm, respectively) for each whisker model. Recorded signals are pre-

sented by blue circle markers (the original compensator), red square markers

(the origin) and black plus markers (the tuned compensator) for comparison as

illustrated in Fig. 5.8 and 5.9.

Case 1:

In this scenario, the compensator (prototype 2) attempted to adjust its sensitivity (i.e.,

change pressure value Q) to match that of the origin whisker (prototype 1). Since
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the compensator (short whisker prototype) is more sensitive than its target, hence,

to accomplish resilience task, the compensator’s sensitivity equivalent to the pres-

sure Q is expected to be reduced. Substituting the required variables to solve Eq.

5.2, reveals the desired value of air pressure is Qq
2 = 0.048 MPa (as expected) re-

sulting with k = 1.5033. Simultaneously, experimental outputs of the strain gauge

were recorded as shown in Fig. 5.8(A). One can observe that by decreasing the

pressure from the initial value to Qq
2 = 0.048 MPa, the response of the compensator

decreases significantly (from blue circle markers to black cross markers) towards the

target (red square markers) over the entire range of contact distance and deflection,

regardless a small deviation. This result guarantees the compensator is able to per-

form similar responses in comparison with those of the origin whisker, by solely

changing pressure Q.
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FIGURE 5.8: Compensation test results. Graphs in (A) and (B) are obtained strain signal
at various condition of contact location ratio and deflection of Case 1 (short whisker
compensates for the neighboring long whisker) and its sub-case (Shelf-compensation: a

trimmed whisker compensates to itself), respectively

We also conducted a special case for this scenario to whether a single whisker

system would enable resilient capability by using this strategy, called self-compensation.

Specifically, prototype 1 was trimmed by 5 mm (i.e., length change from 70 mm to a

value La1 = 65 mm), then compressed air was discharged at the calculated value of

0.048 MPa. The tactile perception of prototype 1 was re-measured and compared to

its own performance before being trimmed. The compensation result, as shown in

Fig. 5.8(B), reveals that it is possible to adjust the sensitivity of the whisker so that it
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performs similarly to its own previous state (before being trimmed).

Case 2:

In this case, the compensator (length La1 = 70 mm) was set to adjust its sensitivity to

match the sensing performance of the neighboring target whisker (being trimmed

with length La2 = 65 mm). In constrast to Case 1, the sensitivity of the compensator

should be increased by compressing more air inside the chamber. In order to ac-

complish this situation, the estimated value of k and air pressure Qq
1 were approxi-

mately 0.7365 and 0.192 MPa (as expected), respectively. Then, the response of the

compensator whisker under various contact locations and deflections was recorded

and illustrated in Fig. 5.9. One can see that by increasing chamber pressure from

its initial value to the estimated one (0.192 MPa), the compensated response of the

compensator (black plus markers) set to leave its original response (blue circle mark-

ers) toward and match the response of the target whisker (red square markers).

Again, by a change in chamber morphology (by internal pressure), whisker sens-

ing performance can be actively adjusted, demonstrating morphological compen-

sation in tactile sensing. In conclusion, from comparison results, it is clearly seen

FIGURE 5.9: Compensation test results for Case 2 (long whisker compensates for a neigh-
boring broken (shorter) whisker)
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the performance of the broken whisker is exact as our expectation in both cases.

By evaluation of two showcases on morphological compensation, despite a small

difference among calculated and experimental values, the proposed whisker could

actively adjust its sensitivity to match sensing performance of itself (or a neighbor-

ing whisker) when the body length shortened (trimmed or broken). At the same

time, the proposed whisker design and compensation strategy can be exploited to

develop an active robotic whiskers that can actively change their sensitivity to match

various sensing tasks, or even to compensate itself when it is accidentally broken.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Artificial whisker design with changeable morphology

The design of our artificial whisker was inspired by the structure of a rodent whisker

but still remain some differences. First, the scale of each constitutive components do

not obey that of actual whiskers. For example, the real whiskers are approximately

tapered across the body from base to tip with a ratio of 10 and those who have this

value below 10 can be assumed that their tips have been torn [110]. The performance

of the sensing element (strain gauge) is highly dependent on the morphology of the

chamber layer, which differs from a natural whisker in proportion (as illustrated in

Fig. 3.3(A) and (B)). In detail, the conical-shaped medulla of a natural whisker ex-

tends further towards the tip than the chamber in our artificial whisker, which pro-

vides different levels of elasticity. Furthermore, the radius of cross-section area of

the medulla layer, in fact, is linearly reduced from the base and nearly equal to zero

at its tip. Generally, we kept the chamber’s length at around 15÷ 25% of the overall

length for two main reasons. First, the area of the small end of the chamber was

kept as large as possible to produce more internal force F with a little compressed

air Q (see Fig. 4.1(B)). Second, we tried to avoid physical interaction between the

chamber body (region 2) and the surrounding environment, which might result in

complications in deriving the numerical solutions. Also, the damaged zone (broken,
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trimmed) must not be within the length of the region 2, otherwise, the calculations

for the artificial whisker become invalid. Additionally, the design of my whisker

sensor is actually more practical for a robotic device in many aspects such as easy to

fabricate, avoid ”slight f licking” circumstances of the tip, magnify the sensor feed-

back when contacts occur near the tip.

On the other hand, the precision of the morphology analysis relies on the sta-

ble expansion of the chamber in the direction of measurement by the strain gauge,

thanks to the reinforcement fiber. However, in experimental trials, a slight bend of

the chamber was observed at high inner pressure. Due to this observation, the re-

sulting strain output shown in Fig. 5.3(A) may include not only pure axial transla-

tion. However, this may little affect whisker performance as long as the screw pitch

r (see Fig. 3.4) of the helical path is sufficiently small. Also, we ignored any possible

impact of the nylon fiber in the analytical model and evaluation test of the material

characteristics, even though they were assembled without twisting or tightening.

5.3.2 Applicability: Haptic sensing system for autonomous robots

A changeable morphology whisker is considered appropriate for embodied intelli-

gence [111] and behavior adaptation. Our aim was to provide an efficient solution

to active sensing which allows us to actively re-configure the sensing components

to fulfill specific purposes or adapt to critical uncertainty (e.g. partly-broken state).

In this section, I will introduce two potential configurations (see Fig. 5.10 of our

whisker sensory system that could be integrated into actual robotic applications:

Type 1: An array of whiskers

An array of whiskers is capable of tactile exploration since all whisker tips lie in

a plane, such that, an obstacle will be swept over by multiple whiskers to obtain

rich information [112]. This case deploys the biological compensation procedure

discussed in section 5.2.4 which is summarized as follows: the broken whisker will

be completely and functionally replaced by its neighboring whiskers in an array of
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FIGURE 5.10: Compensation test results for Case 2 (long whisker compensates for a
neighboring broken (shorter) whisker)

whiskers. Furthermore, whiskers in this system would require the ability to com-

pensate for either longer (Case 1) or shorter (Case 2) which were validated by two

experiment cases in section 5.2.4. Hence, stability is highly required for both work-

ing states. We will demonstrate how this configuration hardly meets such criteria in

the next section. On the other hand, the potential combination between the arrange-

ment of the whisker array and the morphology of each member would enable some

intriguing properties facilitating texture discriminability. Since this direction is out

of the scope of this study, hence, future works will tackle this challenge.

Type 2: A single whisker

For a sole whisker system (or more than one located independently), in order to deal

with unexpected situations (e.g. broken or trimmed whisker), it needs to be able to

self-calibrate its performance. The experimental results, discussed in the previous

section (Fig. 5.8(B)), demonstrate the potential of our whisker system for such appli-

cation. Obviously, only air decompression is sufficient in this case. Nevertheless, the

robot must be able to acquire feedback about the new configuration of the whisker
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after trimming to select an appropriate chamber morphology for exact compensa-

tion. This feature will be further examined in the next study. Furthermore, along

with the investigation of sensing ability, we target this sensing device as a new com-

munication protocol that a mobile robot can use to send a message to their allies

in a swarm through touching, whereas the content of the message depends on the

morphology of the chamber.

5.3.3 Reliability of the analysis model

As mentioned before, since construction of the analytical model shown in this chap-

ter has done under the spirit of morphological computation concept. The main idea is

to express mathematically the dependence of strain gauge’s output on mechanical

properties (Young’s modulus E) and geometrical parameters of the whisker body

when the chamber is under actuation. The convenience of this approach lies in

the independent expression of the material characteristic for each region which is

significantly important for the non-uniform structure proposed in this study. Nev-

ertheless, the inherent relationship between the air modulation inside the chamber

and the morphological (including geometrical and material) properties were only

approximated (by equations as introduced in section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). Among those

equations, the expression of the second moment of cross-section area for region 2,

which is approximated by Equation 4.8, is considered to be a major factor affecting

the accuracy of the model. Because of that, there is still a gap between the numeri-

cal results calculated from the analytical model and experimental results as clearly

seen in Fig. 5.4 and 5.6. We compared the approximated expression I2(x) with an

exact one, then calculated the maximum approximation error which ranged from

4.7% to 11.51% with chamber width (Fig. 3.4) from 33% to 50% of the outer radius

of the large end. Thus, to enhance the accuracy of the analytical model, the value

of t should be set as small as possible while ensure the possibility of the fabrication

process.

On the other side, the feasibility of this model depends on whether the linearity

of material is held. Hence, it is essential to understand the mechanical responses
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of silicon rubber through the typical strain-stress curve for such kind of material.

Like elastomers, silicon rubbers are isotropic nonlinear elastic incompressible or

nearly incompressible materials that can be deflects by changing its shape rather

than changing volume. The typical stress-strain curve for such kinds of material

can be seen in Fig. 5.2(B). Generally, the stress-strain curve of silicon rubber has an

unusual shape. The curve may comprise two regions I and II. When the whisker

starts making contact with the object, the ratio of stress from the strain measured

by strain gauge is a constant corresponding to region I. This feature is true whether

the strain is applied in tension or compression (i.e., no dependent on the direction

of bending moment). Thus, Hooke’s law is valid within this proportionally limit, in

the other words, the . In contrast, linearity ceases as the strain increase, a large strain

is observed for small increases in stress and the gradient of the graph decreases as

evident in region II.

As presented in section 5.2.4, quasi-static tests to observe responses of the em-

bedded sensing element under different contact conditions were conducted with a

wide range of chamber morphology. Comparison results in section 5.2.2 and 5.2.2

show consistency with the hypothesis we made at the beginning of this chapter. The

first agreement is related to the decreasing trend of Young’s modulus E2 when the

air pressure in the chamber increases (as illustrated in Fig. 5.3(B)) which conforms

to the stress-strain curve. The second agreement is that the experimental results

of the analytical model could predict the overall performance of the system. Thus,

the model could be utilized to serve as a brain to actively control the whisker body

depending on various tasks such as adaptive functions.

Although the performance of the whisker prototypes in compensation mode (see

Fig.5.9) seems to agree with the hypothesis, some challenges still remain. Some

errors in the measurement data may have arisen during analog-to-digital conversion

by the microprocessor system, or the proposed analytical model itself does not fully

consider all potential factors affecting system performance. For overall evaluation,

we examined how the parameters of actual length La and air pressure Q influenced

the compensator performance in the compensation mode. Moreover, we evaluated
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how accuracy of the proposed model changed in compensation mode, when the

whisker was trimmed at different locations. An experimental procedure similar to

that introduced in section 5.2.4 was conducted on the compensator whisker with

the length varied from 65 mm to 69 mm in Case 1, and 66 mm to 70 mm in Case

2. Under each condition of trimmed whisker, the desired inner pressure Q was

estimated from the model and applied to the chamber. Then, the difference between

the strain signal of compensator whisker and its origin one after implementing the

compensation was computed through Equation 5.10.

Compensation error(%) =

∣∣∣∣ εac − εt

εbc − εt

∣∣∣∣× 100, (5.10)

where εac, εbc and εt are tactile responses of compensators after and before compen-

sation process and its target, respectively. In short, the smaller the compensation

error is, the more accurate the compensation process is. Figure 5.11 compares the

average compensation error with respect to a specific range of deflection at three

different contact locations, i.e., the contact location ratio a was varied from 0.45 (con-

tact location is near the tip of the chamber), 0.7 (contact location is near the center of

the trimmed whisker), and 1 (contact location is at the tip of the trimmed whisker).

Generally, the error of Case 1 (Fig. 5.11A-C) was rather consistent in most conditions

of length and pressure; and smaller than those of Case 2 (Fig. 5.11D-F), especially

when contact occurred near the tip of the chamber (i.e., a = 0.45). The main factors

affecting the overall accuracy of Case 2 can be characterized as below:

• Figure 5.11(D) illustrates that, at the early stage of whisker bending (very small

deflection), the larger the value of the chamber inner pressure, the larger the

compensation error. This can be explained by the fact that at high pressure,

the chamber is stretched resulting in a significant increase of tension of the

chamber wall which requires greater contact force even with small deflection.

As a result, the outer surface of region 3 experienced a local deformation at the

interacted region, leading to an amount of strain output absorbed.

• Whereas, at higher deflection ranges, the bending stress increases enormously
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producing larger mechanical strain output complying with the stress-strain

curve in Fig. 5.2(B). Thus, the compensation error decreases dramatically which

can be observed more clearly for the high-pressure cases (e.g. blue and orange

columns). As can be seen from Fig. 5.11(E)-(F), the influence of such factors

was no longer significant due to the inversely proportional relation between

contact location and contact force.

For other cases (Fig. 5.11(A)-(C)), the results were consistent with the above argu-

ments. Generally, the greatest error occurred with contact close to the base (a =

0.45). However, there was no remarkable difference compared with the other con-

tact location since the air compressed in the chamber was relatively small for all

testers.

According to above investigation, we conclude that, with the morphology of the

artificial whisker suggested by the analytical model, the compensator in Case 1 ac-

complished the compensation task with more stability and lower overall average

error (20.385%) for the whole range of contact locations and deflections, compared

to Case 2 (36.1837%). This suggests it is better to configure the proposed device ac-

cording to type 2, whose chamber pressure is always lower than the initial value

in compensation mode, rather than type 1. More precisely, a broken whisker in ei-

ther sole whisker or a system of whiskers should itself accomplish recovery process

rather than assigning this task to neighboring whiskers. This strategy is more prac-

tical for robotic devices since it does not constraint the arrangement for a system of

whiskers on a simple array configuration as similar as that of rodents.
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FIGURE 5.11: Compensation error analysis for Case 1 (A)-(C) and Case 2 (D)-(F) with
different actual length (La) and chamber pressure (Qq) of compensator. The contact lo-
cation ratio a was varied from 0.45 (contact location is near the tip of the chamber), 0.7
(contact location is near the center of the trimmed whisker), and 1 (contact location is at
the tip of the trimmed whisker); while the pressure Qq was estimated from the analytical

model. Error was calculated based on experimental results as shown in Eq. 5.10.
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6 On the influence of whisker

geometry for self-recovery function

Previous chapter demonstrates that stiffening the chamber region (equivalent to de-

creasing Young’s modulus E) comparably contribute to resilience based on morpho-

logical change. Meanwhile, although deformable geometrical parameters listed in

table 4.1 can be measured or analytically estimated, however, their explicit roles on

recovery performance still remain unclear. This chapter focus on how to maximize

the contribution of geometrical factors on the tactile compensation process. Most of

content in this Chapter are reported in [6].

6.1 Analysis of Compensation Range

In the proposed whisker sensory system, the largest compensable range of a short-

ened whisker is considered as a fundamental feature of the compensation ability.

This feature is also understood as the maximum and minimum level of tactile per-

ception that a whisker can actively adjust to accomplish compensation tasks with an

acceptable accuracy rate. According to the compensation principle clarified in sec-

tion 3.4.1 and 5.1, this range is strongly dependent on the morphological transfor-

mation of the chamber. As introduced in previous chapter, we tested two scenarios

with trimmed length up to 5 mm. However, worthy questions arise: Is it possible to

improve the compensable range? and to what level?. To tackle these concerns, the

value of the initial air pressure Qi (i = 1; 2) assigned in the experiment section 5.2.4

need to be altered to 0.2 MPa for Case 1 and 0 MPa for Case 2, respectively. As a re-

sult, the changeable range of air pressure inside the chamber, which is proportional
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to the morphological transformation level, will be increased accordingly.

Nevertheless, increasing the adjustable range of the compressed air inside the

chamber to claim a better compensation range is not always advantageous due to a

higher resulted compensation error (as pointed out in section 5.3.3). Furthermore, in

such attempt, the air regulating system needs a more power-consuming and bulkier

compressor which is not suitable especially for a small-scale robotic system. An

alternative approach is to optimize the geometrical variables of the whisker body

especially the chamber such as the chamber length l, the thickness t and outer di-

ameters of each region (see Fig. 3.4) to achieve the maximum compensable range

(upon application’s demand) with a small value of compressed air Q. That poses

a demand for an efficient investigation framework for studying the dynamics of

the soft whisker body with different geometrical inputs. This allows us to seek the

optimized body structure for the whisker sensor that outperforms others in terms

of recovery tasks as well as evaluate the contribution of geometrical changes in re-

silient ability compared to that of material properties. The main achievements of

this step are summarized as follows:

1) Investigation of critical geometric factors that affect the compensation ability

of the proposed whisker sensor system and consideration of its integration in an

actual robotic system.

2) Construction of a simulation model based on Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

to precisely analyze both sensing and compensation functions.

3) Introduction of an optimization framework based on a combination of the

above FE model and Genetic Algorithm (GA) method to suggest an optimal set of

decision variables for satisfying various performance objectives.

6.2 Optimization framework for geometrical design

In this section, we introduce an optimization framework to determine optimum ge-

ometrical parameters for the whisker sensor to improve its resilient functionality,
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TABLE 6.1: Artificial whisker’s parameters

Pre-defined variables parameterized variables
Base diameter D = 18 mm Cone angle α
Whisker length L = 70 mm Chamber length l
Strain gauge’s location xss = 6 mm Chamber wall thickness t

while the material is the same as that used in chapter 4. To serve this aim, I param-

eterized the design of the whisker sensor chamber with the chamber length, l, cone

angle, α, and chamber wall thickness, t, meanwhile, the rest are defined as shown

in Table 6.1. First, we listed the performance requirements in descending order of

importance as shown below:

• Objective 1: The adaptive range describes the extent to which the adaptive

mechanism can accomplish a compensation task. For instance, the adaptive

range of an artificial whisker is the longest trimmed length, ∆max, that can be

compensated with an acceptable error rate. As stated in previous section, this

feature strongly depends on the capacity of the whisker morphology to change

(the chamber region in particular) within the working range of inner pressure.

Hence, in order to adjust this feature, there are two solutions as detailed below:

– One way is to tune the transmission capacity of the actuating system

(pneumatic actuation). This is done by increasing (i.e., larger adaptive

range) or decreasing (i.e. smaller adaptive range) initial pressure, Qi,

while compensation pressure, Qc, is reduced to zero.

– The other way is to change geometric variables l, α, and t, which directly

correspond to strain gauge sensitivity.

Technically, the adaptive range is desired to be as large as possible. Nonethe-

less, it is worth noticing the responsive range of the embedded strain gauge.

• Objective 2: The adaptive range depends on the chamber air pressure, however,

the wider the working range of air pressure the more power the compressor

requires, which is inefficient for small-scale robotic systems. For this reason,
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the value of Qi should be as small as possible, which may conflict with the first

objective.

Based on the above discussion, the main objective of the proposed optimization

framework is to produce a set of decision variables including l, α, t, and Qi for an

artificial whisker with maximum adaptive range, ∆max, as requested while keeping

Qi as small as possible. The details are presented in the next sub-section.

6.2.1 Dynamic investigation using Finite Element Method (FEM)

FE model construction

The most challenging mission is to accurately replicate dynamics changes of a soft

body under either internal or external actuation due to its complex and highly non-

linear mechanical behaviors of hyper-elastic materials. In this matter, there are sev-

eral approaches to tackle this problem, in which, two most widely used method are:

• The soft body is modeled as a set of nodes (points masses) connected by elastic

spring (thus, Hooke’s law is available) which takes inspiration from muscle-

skeleton systems of biological systems [113]. Then the behaviors of the soft

body discretized by a mass-spring system is observed as interactions between

the particles driven by the springs as well as external impacts. Then the lo-

cal deformation of springs will be used to form the global deformation of the

object. This is widely used in many applications, for example, medical simu-

lation of soft tissues [114] thanks to its ease to implement, simple calculations

and applicable with any topological modifications.

• The second method also the most popular choice for studying non-linear dy-

namic is Finite Element Method (FEM) [115]. In more details, the soft body

as a continuous volume will be discretized into a number of topological ele-

ment whose partial differential equations (PDE), or normally called basis func-

tions, are solved using the principle of minimization of the energy to obtain a
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static solution in an equilibrium state. This method gives outstanding pre-

cision in the results, therefore, FEM is not only used for simulation of de-

formable bodies [116], but also airflow [117], heat transfer [118], fluids [119]

and many others. Thanks to its wide application, there are many commercial

products in the market offering off-the-shelf FE solvers. In this section, we

describe the construction of an FE model for dynamic investigation of the pro-

posed whisker sensor under highly deformed states during interaction with

obstacles by utilizing the commercial FE solver Abaqus/Standard (Simulia,

Dassault Systemes)

FIGURE 6.1: Construction of the FE model (in Abaqus) for the proposed whisker sensor
which consists of three separated parts (similar to analytical model shown in Fig. 3.4):

The cap, reinforced fibers and the whisker body.

First of all, let me clarify how to build a FE model for my whisker sensor. The

whisker sensor comprises three main parts: body, reinforced-fibers, and cap as

shown in Fig. 6.1. The cap was fused into the body end wall to prevent relative

motion between them by using Tie constraint. Whereas, the reinforced-fibers were

embedded within the chamber wall with help of Embedded region constraint to com-

plete the CAD whisker model. Then, a symmetrical boundary condition (BC) at the

base end of the whisker model was applied. Another critical point is to define the
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material characteristic for each component to precisely describe the nonlinear me-

chanical behaviors of the whisker body. For simplification, the reinforced-fiber was

treated as an elastic material with Young’s modulus E = 31, 067 MPa and Poisson’s

ratio of ν = 0.36. Meanwhile, the body and the cap are classified as hyperelastic

materials. As a matter of fact, there exists many approximately mechanical models

to describe such kind of material. In this study, in order to precisely describe the

nonlinear behavior of silicon rubber (Dragon skin 30, Smooth-on Inc., PA, USA),

a hyperelastic Neo-Hookean model was utilized. The Neo-Hookean model is the

simplest form of all commonly used hyperelastic models. The elastic strain energy

potential energy is shown as:

W = C10
(

I1 − 3
)
+

1
D1

(J − 1)2 (6.1)

where W is the strain energy per unit of volume, C10 and D1 are temperature-

dependent material parameters, I1 is the first deviatoric strain invariant and J is

the elastic volume ratio. Since the silicon-rubber material is incompressible, the sec-

ond term in Eq. 6.1 is equal to zero. In our model, D1 is set to be zero whereas

C10 = 0.14. These value were taken from the set of material coefficients in [120].

Finally, the model was meshed with hybrid 20-node quadratic elements (C3D20RH)

whose edge size was set equal to the grid length of the strain gauge (KFGS-2-120-

C1-11 L1M2R from Kyowa Electronic Instrument Co., 2 mm grid length was used in

this paper). The final mesh model for the whisker is shown in Fig. 6.2. The simu-

lation process included two steps, as indicated in Fig. 6.3: Pressurization of the air

chamber to a pre-set value (see Fig. 6.3(A)), followed by deflection of the whisker

in the negative y-direction at a certain point along its length (aLQ), with translation

distance, δ, set at 5 mm in all simulation trials (see Fig. 6.3(B)). Logarithmic strain

data generated at the centroid of the element where the strain gauge is bonded was

extracted for further data processing.
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FIGURE 6.2: Meshed whisker body

Validation

To validate the FE model, simulation trials were conducted in a prototype whisker

with the following parameters: [α l t] = [2.862 15 3] and the results of axial trans-

lation of the whisker tip in the x-direction during air pressurization were compared

to practical data measured by a laser sensor (the experimental setup is the same as

shown in Fig. 5.1). Figure 6.4(A) shows the comparison results where the estimated

extension of chamber length under a wide range of compressed air (0 − 0.2 MPa)

was nearly coincident to the actual data. Moreover, since there is a deviation be-

tween actual strain gauge responses (electrical signals) and simulated mechanical

strain produced by Abaqus, a calibration procedure (similar to method described in

[4]) is necessary. More specifically, I conducted a practical test to observe the tactile

signal of the strain gauge ε under different measuring conditions (i.e., varied contact

ratio a along the whisker length) to compare with numerical results obtained from

Abaqus. It was found that to eliminate the difference the simulated values should

be multiplied by coefficient, ξ, ranging from 3.8 − 4 corresponding to the contact

ratio from 1 − 0.5 (examined range), respectively. In this study, we chose K = 3.9

for data post-processing, and a series of simulations was performed with different
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FIGURE 6.3: The FE simulation process consists of two stages: (A) Pressurizing the air
chamber at a specific pressure Q MPa; (B) then, deforming the whisker body with contact
deflection δ mm at location aLQ where “a” and “LQ” are contact ratio and current whisker

length, respectively.

values of inner pressure, contact ratio and body deflection. Figure 6.4(B) illustrates

the strain gradients generated by the strain gauge. These simulated results demon-

strated that the sensitivity of the strain gauge was proportional to Q regardless of

contact location, similar to experimental results in section 5.2.3.

6.2.2 Genetic algorithm-based optimization method

Searching the optimal solution for the design of the whisker sensor was done by

using a combination of FE simulation model and a metaheuristic optimization al-

gorithm called Genetic Algorithm (GA) based on Darwin’s theory of evolution and

Mendel’s genetics [121] (see Fig. 6.5. GA stochastically searches the solution space

for an optimal individual containing the value of design variables as “chromosomes”

which best fits with the pre-defined survival conditions (i.e., fitness function). Such

progress is done in the fashion that mimics the operation of evolution - a number

of best individuals from an initial population is chosen upon the rule that the fitter

the individual, the more likely that individual will be able to save their genes to the

next generation, thus improving successive generations; then each of them will go

through an evolving procedure with two genetic operators: Cross-over and Mutation
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FIGURE 6.4: Performance evaluation of the FE model is validated by (A) a comparison
of results among simulated and actual extension lengths as well as (B) perceived tactile
responses of the strain gauge under a wide range of chamber pressures and contact ratio

a.

to produce the new o f f springs for the next generation. The Tournament selection

method [122] was chosen as selection strategy because of its easiness of adjusting

the selection pressure by changing the tournament size s (s = 2 in this work). The

whole process is repeated until the termination conditions are satisfied such as the

max generation is reached or the fitness value of the best individual is sufficiently

low. The fitness function of a specific design of the artificial whisker is determined

based on performance and functional requirements declared in the previous section.

Since there are two major objectives conflicting to each other (Objective 1 and 2),

thus, a multi-objective problem, where the optimized individual need to be taken in
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FIGURE 6.5: Evaluation framework for compensation performance

a trade-off between them, is commonly used. However, the evolution in fitness score

of each individual is expected to compromise all Objectives. Hence, after a number

of generation, all individuals have stuck at local optimal with respect to either Ob-

jective 1 or 2. It is crucial to aware that the adaptive range, or in other words, the

compensation capability must be paid more priority than others. Within this study,

we tackled this issue differently by considering compensable range as the main tar-

get in a constrained single-objective optimization problem. Constrained optimiza-

tion problems are common in engineering, science and operation researches which

define a feasible region so that, if a vector −→x satisfy with all constraints (defined

by main objective and sub-objectives) then it is within the feasible region. There are

many traditional approach to constrained optimization, in which penalty functions

is the most popular. Theoretically, this method turn a constrained problem into a

"non-constrained" ones by following expression:

F(−→x ) =

 f (−→x ) −→x ∈ f easible region

f (−→x ) + penalty(−→x ) −→x /∈ f easible region
(6.2)

Selections for penalty function are reviewed in [123]. Among them, I choose dy-

namic penalty function to address the problem presented in this chapter, where

its own fitness function f (−→x ) is combined with a summation of penalty functions

respective to each remaining objective to form the final penalized fitness function

Fp(
−→x ). By doing so, GA algorithm is forced towards the Objective 1 in the direction

governed by other minor objectives whose distributions are determined based on
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their weight of influence. According to the concept expressed in Eq. 6.2, equation

6.3 introduces the formulation of Fp(
−→x ) as formulation to calculate the fitness score

included with penalty function:

Fp(
−→x ) = f1(

−→x ) +
4

∑
j=2

ρj(
−→x ) (6.3)

where −→x is the vector containing four decision variables (i.e., chromosomes) −→x =

[ α l t Qi ] , f1(
−→x ) and ρj(

−→x ) are fitness function regarding compensable range

(i.e., Objective 1) and penalty functions for other objectives, respectively. In term

of penalty function, we utilized the dynamic type for this case where the general

formulation can be seen below:

ρj(
−→x ) = Cj × κj, (6.4)

where Cj are user-defined coefficients which put a control on the distribution of each

objective in the design space. On the other hand, κj is a dynamic measure changing

over the time of the GA progress. Specifically, κj is equal to the product of fitness

value f1(
−→x ) of solution−→x and the distance metric measured from solution−→x to the

best one. For instance, the dynamic term for the Objective 2 κ2 where the decision

variable Qi is preferred to be close to the minimum bound value Qimin, is illustrated

as follows:

κ2 = f1(
−→x )× Qi −Qi min

Qi max −Qi min
. (6.5)

Similar formulations can also be withdrawn for the other two objectives. Equa-

tion 6.5 has the property of eliminating every low-preference individuals when the

f1(
−→x ) is still relatively large (resulting a big penalty cost), while gradually decreas-

ing the penalty value to accept those individuals if the fitness improvement of f1(
−→x )

is significant. Additionally, our GA-based optimization framework applied this type

of fitness function was witnessed to converge to the feasible region more quickly and

not being trapped at a non-optimal solution or area in the searching space. As re-

gards the coefficient Cj, a trial and error procedure was made to determine the value
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of C2÷4 to ensure that they are not too lenient leading the final outcome is not even

near the optimal solution or too intense resulting in an increase in the cost time. We

realized that [C1;C2;C3] = [0.5; 0.2; 0.2] works perfectly for our case.

In the next section, several simulation trials and a thorough experimental vali-

dation upon the suggested design by GA will be conducted for practical scenarios

to strengthen the novelty of the TaCMorph platform as well as the proposed opti-

mization tool.

6.3 Optimization Results and Validation

6.3.1 Optimization procedure

FIGURE 6.6: Flowchart of the proposed optimization framework

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of this optimization framework, in

this section, two optimization problems with respect to two adaptive ranges Case
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1: ∆max1 = 5 mm and Case 2: ∆max2 = 10, were solved. The boundaries for each

design variable were chosen as α ∈ [2.5; 6]◦, l ∈ [10; 15]mm, t ∈ [2; 6]mm and

Qi ∈ [0.01; 0.2]MPa to span feasible values. The remaining geometric variables for

the whisker design are given in Table 3.1. The function ga from Matlab Global Op-

timization toolbox was implemented to run GA algorithm with population size n

and tolerance set to 50 and 10−9, respectively. To determine the fitness score re-

garding Objective 1, two FE simulations corresponding to the initial state of the

whisker (inner pressure Q = Qi and trimmed length ∆ = 0) and the compensation

state (Q = Qc = 0 and ∆ = ∆max) were conducted in sequence. The fitness score

f1(x) was calculated as an absolute average of the difference of strain signals (i.e.,

f1(x) =
∑
n
|(εi(x)−εc(x))|

n where n is the number of measuring steps) extracted from

the simulation results for each step of the whisker’s deflection (step size of 0.01 mm)

exerted at the same contact ratio of a = 1. A protocol for evolution termination is

essential to ensure the best candidate is achieved within a reasonable time. Thereon,

the termination protocol will be activated when either: 1) The number of iterations

performed by GA is equal to 50; 2) The best fitness value, Fp(x), is lower/equal to

10−3; 3) The average relative improvement in the best fitness value over 20 consec-

utive generations is less than or equal to the tolerance. These stopping criteria are

chosen based on the following reasons:

• In general, Abaqus took approximately 8 minutes to run an evaluation test for

an individual. Thus I chose the maximum number of generations to be 50 to

make sure we will get the final results within two weeks.

• The second condition is based on the fact that the contributions of sub-objectives

to the final fitness score Fp(x) will be gradually reduced with the improvement

of the score for the main objective (i.e., f1(x) is nearly equal to zero) as can be

reviewed in equations 6.3 - 6.5. With this concept, The desired value of Fp(x)

is supposed to be sufficiently small so that Fp(x) ≈ f1(x) which directly in-

dicates the gap between sensory feedback before (initial state) and after (bro-

ken state) compensation. After several trials, I decided to choose the stopping
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value for Fp(x) = 10−3, because at the end of the evolutionary process (i.e.,

generation 50), the final score of the best individual usually converge around

this value and did not significantly improve the final score afterward. From

the engineering point of view, this value is considered a negligible tolerance

in practical robotic sensory systems and also denotes the success of the tactile

compensation process.

• The final condition was used to check the feasibility of the optimization frame-

work.

Figure 6.6 outlines the optimization procedure exploited for the whisker sensing

system in this chapter. In short, our single-objective optimization problem can be

generalized as shown in the expression below:

minimise :
∑
n
|(εi(x)−εc(x))|

n

subject to : 3 ≤ α ≤ 6[◦], 10 ≤ l ≤ 15[mm],

3 ≤ t ≤ 6[mm], 0.01 ≤ Qi ≤ 0.2[MPa]

to yield : εi=ε(Qi, ∆ = 0),

εc=ε(Qc = 0, ∆max = [5; 10])

(6.6)

6.3.2 Optimization results

Figure 6.7 illustrates the performances of the GA algorithm (including the best fit-

ness score and average score over the evolving duration) for Case 1 (see Fig. 6.7(A))

and Case 2 (see Fig 6.7(B)). In more detail, the optimization process of the former

case was terminated at generation 29 since the best fitness (0.0009986 as shown in

Fig. 6.7(A)) was lower than the threshold value, meanwhile, the progress of the

latter problem was ended after 41 generations due to the third stopping criteria.

Table 6.2 presents whisker designs with different sets of examined parameters, in

which, the first two sets are the optimized designs qualifying two objectives ∆max1

and ∆max2, respectively. The third set belongs to a random individual in the final

generation of the first case. The calculated fitness score for each design is also given.
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FIGURE 6.7: Convergence results of GA runs in cases (A) 5 mm and (B) 10 mm maximum
broken length, respectively.

In comparison with design No.3 (in Table 6.2), optimized design No.1 could accom-

plish the compensation task for 5 mm trimmed length more precisely but at lower

initial pressure (Qi = 0.087 MPa for No.1 compared to Qi = 0.106 MPa for No.3) to-

gether with the value of t and α are more reasonable according to Objectives 3 and 4.

The fitness score calculated for Objective 1 f1(x) of design No.1 (7.85× 10−4) is even

higher than that of No.3 (7.702 × 10−4), which proves the efficiency of additional

penalty functions in guiding the GA to the more feasible region. Additionally, we

found that the pressure variable, Qi, of design No.2 was stuck at its up-boundary

(around 0.199 MPa) over generations (starting from generation 18). As a result, the
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TABLE 6.2: Compensation performance corresponding to different sets of decision vari-
ables

No. α (◦) l (mm) t (mm) Qi (MPa) Fp(x)
1 3.744 12.04 3.715 0.087 0.0009986
2 3.465 13.54 4.06 0.199 0.0046579
3 4.58 14.27 3.078 0.106 0.0011519

improvement of its fitness score was far below the expected milestone. This suggests

that to improve this result, all investigated decision variables, especially the initial

pressure, should be searched within a wider domain. However, it also violates Ob-

jective 2. Alternatively, another solution without increasing the input pressure may

take into account parameters such as whisker length (i.e., L), base diameter (i.e., D),

or material property as decision variables for the optimization problem.

6.3.3 Experimental validation

Tactile compensation performance of the fabricated prototypes was practically eval-

uated by using the same testbed and experiment procedure as described in Fig 5.1

and section 5.2.1, respectively, to assess the reliability of the GA-based optimization

framework. Two tests were conducted under the conditions of intact whisker and

broken whisker. At first, the sensing performance of the intact whisker was evalu-

ated. After compressing air into the chamber with the pressure, Qi, as listed in Table

6.2 and measuring the body length, LQ, the obstacle sequentially made contact with

the whisker at different locations a = [0.55 0.7 0.85 1] for 5 mm in deflection at a

speed of 1 mm/s. The synchronized strain signal was recorded and saved for further

analysis. In the second test, the whisker was trimmed by ∆max1 = 5 mm for design

No.1 and ∆max2 = 10 mm for design No.2, respectively. Chamber’s inner pressure

was set to zero. A similar procedure was repeated and the results were compared

with those of intact whiskers. The results of the validation tests are presented in Fig.

6.8. The response of the strain gauge to the contact deflection changed significantly

after being trimmed/broken (green lines) compared to the original one (red lines).

Interestingly, from computational and experimental data, it can be observed

that by activating the compensation mode (i.e., Qc = 0 MPa), the response of the
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FIGURE 6.8: Compensation results of the trimmed whisker based on optimal design
No.1 (trimmed length ∆max1 = 5 mm) and No.2 (trimmed length ∆max1 = 10 mm) in
both experiment and simulation scenarios. (A) Compensation results when ∆max1 =
5 mm. (B) Compensation results when ∆max2 = 10 mm. (C) Actual value of Fp(x), i.e.
compensation error, when ∆max1 = 5 mm. (D) Actual value of Fp(x), i.e. compensation

error, when ∆max2 = 10 mm.

trimmed whiskers after compensation (blue dashed lines) approximated its origi-

nal state (red solid lines) with at least 87% and 72% improvement (calculated by

equation 6.7) for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively, regardless of contact location

(a = 0.55 − 1).

Recovery rate(%)=

(
1−

∣∣∣∣ εc − εo

εb − εo

∣∣∣∣)× 100, (6.7)

where εc, εb and εo are the response of strain gauge (reported in Fig. 6.8) in compen-

sation, broken and original states, respectively.

As a result, after compensation, the relative sensitivity of the whisker was un-

changed. In addition, the compensation results showed good agreement with the
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optimization framework outcomes (see Fig. 6.8(A)(B)). Design No.1 outperformed

design No.2 regarding compensation accuracy. A similar conclusion can be obtained

from Fig. 6.8(C)(D). From the presented results, the experimental outputs were ap-

proximately close to the simulated value, implying the proposed combination of

FE model and GA algorithm is feasible. As can be seen in Fig. 6.8(C)(D), com-

pensation error Fp(x) slightly increases with decrease in contact ratio due to higher

non-linearity when contact occurs near the base. This was deemed acceptable since

the magnitude and difference between the max and min value of Fp(x) for both

cases (around 1× 10−3) are insignificant. Note that, to compensate for other sizes of

trimmed length, we only need to set Q to a specific value within the range of [0; Qi],

which is predicted by the FE model.

6.4 Discussion

In this phase, we aimed to enhance the feasibility of a sensory compensation mech-

anism in a soft whisker sensor system in response to the whisker being broken,

trimmed, or suffering critical change in morphology. The underlying idea relies on

controlling the morphology of the soft body to change its geometric and material

properties in order to re-calibrate the sensing element to its original state. A de-

sign optimization framework, comprising an FE model and Genetic Algorithm that

improved the compensation functionality in various perspectives, especially adap-

tive range, was investigated. Experimental results of tested whisker prototypes

suggested by our GA-based optimization method were confirmed to successfully

accomplish compensation tasks under stringent quantitative as well as qualitative

conditions. On the other hand, two critical challenges remain for this idea to be ap-

plied in an actual robotic system. First, in order to appropriately adjust the whisker

body morphology for compensation task, the size of the broken length must be de-

termined beforehand. Hence, an algorithm to detect and evaluate the breakage con-

dition is needed. Second, robust evidence is required to prove that allocating the

tactile compensation task to a robot body is more practical in terms of costs and
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resources than allocating it to a central processing system. Therefore, further inves-

tigation is necessary to address thoroughly the aforementioned issues.

Furthermore, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the contribution of

each geometrical parameter on the the tactile compensation performance based on

morphological change has so far not been explicitly clarified. In comparison with

the first whisker version as parameterized in table 3.1, the optimal design in table

6.2 and all best individuals of each generation reveal the varying trends of exam-

ined parameters toward higher performance of resilience. Taking design No.1 as

an example shows that, while cone angle α and thickness t witnessed a slight in-

crease, the chamber length l seems to decrease in order to improve the outcome of

recovery process. These transitions can be seen in Fig. 6.9. In summary, through

Chapter 4, 5 and 6, we have obtained a relatively comprehensive knowledge about

how MorphCom can enable resilience with trivial supervision from the controller.

In the future, the proposed method is expected to become an underpinning strategy

to exploit the idea of morphological control in development of tactile sensing sys-

tems. Moreover, the present design and idea of controlling tactile perception may

be tailored to potentially suit various applications that require enduring frequent

external interaction with changeable sensitivity. Some promising scenarios include

rescue robots such as legged-robots, surgical devices, or rehabilitation robots.
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FIGURE 6.9: Performance evaluation of the FE model is validated by (A) a comparison
of results among simulated and actual extension lengths as well as (B) perceived tactile
responses of the strain gauge under a wide range of chamber pressures and contact ratio

a.
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7 Conclusion and Future Works

7.1 General Summary

This thesis embarks on the field of resilient robots aiming to provide capability to

self-recover from malfunctions (here is tactile sensing function) caused by broken

body parts. The idea is inspired by a vast of biological systems which use mor-

phological features to enable remarkable resilience, whilst existing robotic systems

would simply cease their operation until getting intervention from humans. This

prevents the engagement of autonomous robots in more challenging missions in

hazardous environments. Thus, much approaches have been proposed, every single

one of them focus on either updating the control policy or re-configure the mechan-

ical structure. Unfortunately, this process is often quite complex and sometimes not

even able to counteract the damage at all. Taking inspiration from biological sys-

tems, I introduced a novel paradigm to design soft tactile sensory systems called

TacMorph (presented in Chapter 3) that can actively enable resilient ability, i.e., re-

gain sensitivity as close to original state as possible, by allowing their morphology

to adapt. I named this strategy as MorphCom. Chapter 4, 5 and 6 threw a light

on it by studying a showcase on bio-inspired whisker sensory system. To demon-

strate the feasibility of this paradigm, this device exhibited resilience against physi-

cal damages by changing its resting morphology through selective compression and

decompression of the air chamber implanted inside the whisker body. To my best

knowledge on every similar efforts reported in the literature to date, my whisker

sensor is the first actual robotic device exploiting its own body morphology to en-

able self-recovery ability.
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These findings are given in Chapter 5, 4 and 6 prove that adaptive morphol-

ogy is not only beneficial to sensing and perception, but also to robot’s adaptabil-

ity. Although the underlying mechanics for morphological change have not been

fully clarified before, I suspected the key roles could be geometrical as well as ma-

terial attributes. And the experimental results are shown in Chapter 5 and 6 certify

my prediction by clearly pointing out the explicit contribution of material stiffness

(Young’s modulus E) and geometrical parameters on the variation of tactile percep-

tion. Hence, to perform tactile compensation, the morphology of a whisker (after

being trimmed) will be driven to a specific state that generate similar mechanical

feedback from the embedded sensing element to that of intact whisker. To provide

the best understanding of the underlying mechanics related to this idea, two specific

concerns have been studied:

1. The correlation between the change of the morphology reflected by the varia-

tion of geometrical parameters (listed in table 4.1) and material stiffness (Young

modulus E) with perceived sensor feedback (discussed in Chapter 4 and Chap-

ter 5).

2. The role of each factor on the overall recovery performance (discussed in Chap-

ter 5, section 5.2.3 and Chapter 6).

Clarifying the first concern would help us to establish a proper transformation strat-

egy for whisker’s morphology in order to compensate for a certain loss of tactile

perception. Such strategies can be reviewed in section 5.1. The general idea is to

tune the amplitude of the factor of interest due to impaired conditions as close to

the desired state (which normally is initial state) as possible. Note that the concept

of resilient ability presented in this thesis can also be tasked for other applications.

For example, resilient strategy in legged-robot with an amputated leg would be to

maximize the locomotion distance to be achieved within a given time while con-

troller features are unchanged (similar to [61]). On the other hand, although the

analytical method shown in this thesis unfolds the mechanical insights of resilient

function based on the morphological change, nevertheless, this approach exposes
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considerable limitations as discussed in section 5.3.3. Potential solution for these

defects will be discussed in the section of future works.

For the second issue, I established a framework to evaluate compensation rate

for a set of different initialization of the whisker geometry (see Fig. 6.8), which are

suggested by the evolutionary algorithm. Interested geometrical parameters will

go through a similar process as ontogenetic development to enhance the efficiency

of the recovery functionality. At the end of the evolution, the optimal whisker de-

sign with the best resilience will be given. The simulation results are in the same

agreement with experiment results in that a wrong choice of initialized body mor-

phology would result in a low performance even with an optimal compensatory

action. Therefore, it gives a hint that considering the morphology as a part of the

design process for low-cost but strong resilient robots is necessary.

Overall, the exploration of tactile compensation ability provides the fundamen-

tal insight on great potential of embodied intelligence via adaptive morphology to

enable desirable functions that have been untouched by conventional robots. Yet,

while most of the existing rigid and soft robots have been designed with limited

tasks, it has shown that each state of body morphology could be respective to spe-

cific functionality or a certain level of system performance. Such argument might

refresh our philosophy for designing intelligent machines that have no longer been

limited to repetitive tasks in a pre-defined environment but are aggressively in-

volved in uncertain workplaces where robustness and adaptability are achieved by

activating different forms of morphology. More interestingly, there is a fact that bi-

ological systems are not just born with a set of pre-programmed intelligent actions,

but they acquire such abilities from an interactive and continuously exploratory pro-

cess throughout their lifetime and generations. This observation shakes a hint for

classical machine learning methods applied to modern robots to constantly opti-

mize the controller and body’s morphology simultaneously (even from scratch) to

incrementally adapt to more challenging tasks. More investigations associated with

this idea should be done in the future.
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7.2 Future Research Directions

The first avenue for my future works is based on remaining limitations mentioned

in section 5.3.3 and 6.4. With respect to searching for suitable compensatory actions.

The method used in Chapter 4 is to solve the equality equation (i.e., Eq. 5.2) between

estimated sensor magnitude perceived by intact whiskers and broken whiskers for

finding the proper value of inner pressure Q (equivalent to searching new morphol-

ogy). The accuracy of the outcome totally relies on the reliability of the analytical

model. Aforementioned, To build up a sufficiently precise analytical model, it is

essential to estimate all changeable geometrical parameters via the body transfor-

mation and variation of material properties which are sometimes impossible. Not

to mention the fact that the dynamic of whisker body during physical interaction

has not been fully identified throughout this model. In this scenario, FE-based sim-

ulation tools (e.g, Abaqus) was used to clarify the dynamic aspects of a soft body

stimulated by internal as well as external stimulation. Nonetheless, commercial FE

solvers such as Abaqus will take a significant amount of time to finish a single eval-

uation session for a sample of compensatory behaviour, thus, it is definitely inap-

propriate especially if searching space is high-dimensional. Currently, there have

been an increasing trend of open-sources engines that offer advanced physics sim-

ulation in real-time, in which, SOFA (Simulation Open Framework Architecture)

developed by INRIA, France catches the most attention of mine. Taking advantage

of simulation-based dynamical investigation and powerful data-driven techniques

would be a promising solution to facilitate design procedure as well as the construc-

tion of a table of compensatory behaviors for other high-skilled tactile sensibilities,

especially those acquire dynamical feedback from the complex environment such

as texture discrimination or contour recognition, in response to different types of

uncertainty. Further implementations on different parts of robotic systems with in-

tricate sensory-actuator networks will provide additional evidences for the idea of

morphology-based resilience.

Secondly, it is worth mentioning that, the resilient performance by changing
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morphology is eventually prescribed by the limits of its transformation capacity

through the number of locally controllable degree of freedom (LC-Dof) within the

body. Since the number of actuators and their operation ranges are normally limited

resulting in a deficiency of available compensatory actions (e.g in my works, there

are only two compensatory actions: compressing and decompressing the chamber

corresponding to 1 LC-DoF). On the other side, the damage conditions for tested

showcases in this thesis are already known in advance. This is obviously not true

for real robotic systems. Therefore, identifying the classification of robot failures

and developing methods to discover when, where damages occur, and to what

level, should be paid more attention as resilient capabilities. Yet, such self-diagnosis

robots are expensive since they require embedding more sensors within the body

and a program to self-monitor all sensors, but the success is not guaranteed. To effi-

ciently address these challenges, instead of solely assigning the duty of adaptation

to the body morphology, both characteristics of the controller and the robot’s body

should be adapted in parallel to maximize resilience performance. Morphology and

controller co-evolution could highlight the fundamental aspects of motor-sensory

coordination as a key principle of embodied intelligence.

Genetic algorithm and Reinforcement Learning (RL) method [124] could be tai-

lored to seek an optimal geometry w among a design distribution p(w) (i.e., a set of

possible designs which obey a certain number of LC-DoF and actuator arrangement

rules) and control policy πθ for LC-DoFs activation to achieve a specific compensa-

tion task. I already encountered several challenges of evolving the initial morphol-

ogy to improve functional efficiency in Chapter 6. While this method works well in

simulations, in practical implementations, it is not feasible in terms of computation

cost. Thus, a fast and decentralized online searching algorithm is need. Whereas,

RL acts a form of trial and error learning analogous to the method used by ani-

mals or even humans to continuously adapt throughout their lifetime [59]. Since

the main aim of RL method is to maximize the reward gained from actual opera-

tion in fields for each single step with no interest in damage condition (e.g the gap

between current (broken-state) and original sensitivity), therefore, fault diagnosis is
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not necessary. Morever, RL is very highly individualistic, instead depending on a

population of individuals.

According to above proposal, it is necessary to assess performances (or estimate

the gained reward) of a morphology-changeable robots in varying conditions. It

is a fact that manufacturing and testing multiple robots would require a massive

amount of time and money. Therefore, SOFA simulation tools could be used as

a testbed for either evaluation progress to eliminate undesirable robot design or

learning process to come up with optimal morphology-control policies for resilience,

sometimes both. Employing SOFA into RL model as described above would tech-

nically provide the answer for three critical issues for the emerging field of resilient

robots:

• The learning process through co-evolution of morphology and controller pa-

rameters equip proprioception and intelligence to resilient robots to self-behave

recovery process until the desired state is achieved without a monitoring sys-

tem.

• The design process for novel resilient robotic devices can be optimized by us-

ing this framework.

• And finally, It paves a way to successfully transfer more highly functional de-

signs for complex robotic systems (probably taking inspiration from TacMorph)

to reality.
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